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Commencement Week at Georgetown
W.

For

the

A., ’ii.

herself of Carroll’s sacred trust and sent

extravagant vagaries of the innumerable
systems which neglect Almighty God—
the Alpha and Omega of all true educa¬

forth from her classic walls to face the

tion.

foundation

ninety-third time since her
has
Georgetown acquitted

problems of life her latest quota
of well-developed
and high-principled
graduates. And, as if to impress for
the last time on the minds of her depart¬
ing sons the full meaning o*f the motto

Then

sterner

emblazoned
well week

on
was

her escutcheon, the fare¬
a
harmonious blend of

science and

religion. Dahlgren Chapel
consequently was the scene of the open¬
ing ceremonies of Commencement Week
and there the graduates and their friends
assembled on Sunday, May 29, to attend
a

Solemn Votive Mass of

and

to

Alma

hearken to the
Mater

in

the

Thanksgiving
parting words of

Baccalaureate

ser¬

The preacher of the occasion, the
Jeremiah Prendergast, S. J., of the
Class of ’89, chose “Education” as his

mon.

Rev

theme and

in

an

able discourse,

which

be found elsewhere in these pages,
developed the essential difference exist¬
ing between Catholic philosophy and the

may

on

Wednesday evening, June

first, Alma Mater led her youngest

sons

the festive board and amid the

plau¬
dits and encouraging smiles of older, re¬
united brothers, enrolled them in her
Alumni Association.
Here, too, at this
alumni dinner in the Ryan refectory, she
to

welcomed back with wide open arms a
host of former

graduates gathered there

from all sections of the country to testify
anew their loyalty and devotion to their

mother, Georgetown.
was

proud of her

And Georgetown
in whom

sons—men

virtue went hand in hand with

learning
daily lives are living
down that shallow fallacy which denies
the possibility of blending in one man
the highest Catholic and religious prin¬
ciples with all that is best in intellectual
culture and true scholarship.
To the
Class of 1910, therefore, Georgetown says
“Entering on the stage of life, these and
and who

in their
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such

be

be

there

as these are your models.
Go, and
worthy emulators!"
The speeches and the various toasts
offered at the banquet all breathed that
spirit of sweet and singular loyalty for
which the Georgetown graduate bears
an
enviable reputation.
The various
topics of interest were discussed; plans
for a greater Georgetown were proposed ;
athletics received a new impetus and a
committee of alumni was appointed by
the Rev. Rector to act as an advisory
hoard in matters pertaining to George¬
town's athletic prowess.
The dead were
not forgotten in the enthusiasm of the
living moment and perhaps the most elo¬
quent toast of the evening was that pro¬
posed by Mr. George E. Hamilton and
drunk in impressive silence to the mem¬
ory of the beloved Fr. Healy, S. J.,
Georgetown’s second founder.

bestowed

at the crowning moment,
grouped around the Rev.
Rector of the University, His grace,
Bishop Kieley of Savannah, whose bril¬
liant robes formed a pleasing contrast
with the simple black gowns of the mem¬
bers of the Jesuit faculty, Mr. Justice
White of the class of ’58 of the Supreme

Court of the United States, the various
of Law, Medicine and Letters
each in the distinctive robe of his pro¬
Doctors

fession, the Deans of the Georgetown
Law, Medical and Dental Schools, Hon.
Judge DeLacey of the Washington Ju¬
venile Court and a large number of the
Georgetown University Alumni Asso¬
ciation.
One of the most interesting

figures on
that attracted universal
attention was Mr. Charles B. Kenny, of
Pittsburg, of the class of ’58. This ven¬

the stage

erable

“on

whom

the veil

were

and

one

octogenarian,

still

hale

and

second, the College Commencement was

hearty despite the weight of years, held
a place of high honor among the guests
of the evening; and rightly so, for he
had returned at the bidding of his Alma
Mater to be adorned with the degree of

held in the

Doctor

Hall.

Georgetown lovingly bestowed on him
in appreciation of that integrity and vir¬
tue which have been as a slhiniing light
in the eyes of the people and of the
church for over half a century.
The
Georgetown of 1910 is not the George¬
town of 1858, and as Mr. Kenny sat
upon the stage of the new auditorium
that is unrivalled in point of architectural
beauty, or wandered through the com¬
modious apartments of the new Ryan

Is

On

drawn

the

in

eternal

sleep.”

following evening, June the

artistically beautiful Gaston
Precisely at eight-thirty, to the
tune of
the “University March,” the
graduating class marched upon the wellknown stage which they had trod so
often before during the eventful years of
college life. The scene was one to be
remembered.
The academic atmosphere
of Gaston Plall was enhanced by the
notable gathering on the stage.
Besides
the graduating class in cap and gown
and with the coveted hood

on

hand to

of

Laws—an

honor

which
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Hall,

of the olden days
his mind, and many a
he told of those far-away times, and
many a memory

broke
tale

of the

in

upon

whose

men

names

have become

There is
cherished relic in
a goodly-sized volume
of original poetry from the pens of the
classic Georgetown youths of fifty years
ago, and in it, written in a hand still
legible after a lapse of half a century,
may be read numerous finished and ar¬
tistic productions signed “Charles Borromeo Kenny.
These form a large por¬
tion of the volume, outnumbering the
work of any other single contributor.
And their author, now grown white and
aged, read once more the almost for¬
gotten thoughts of his boyhood days, but
a

part of the nation’s history.

still

preserved as
the college archives

with

new

a

emotions—emotions

akin

to

one:

“Who treads alone

Some
W hose

banquet-hall deserted,
lights are fled, whose garlands

dead,
And all but he

departed !”

Mr.

Kenny, and

Kenny is one of the few surviving
graduates of the ante-helium days.
After the preliminary orations on “The
History of International Arbitration,” by
Roscoe A. Ridgway, To, and “The Ad¬
vantages of International Arbitration,” by
Daniel F. McCann, Jr., To, came the
long-expected event of the evening—the
conferring of degrees. The first to be
presented by the Chancellor of the Uni¬
versity, Rev. John B. Creeden, S. J., was

the hood of honor

“Hoya ! Hoya ! Georgetown !” rang
through the hall from a group of en¬
thusiastic undergraduates gathered in the
re ar.
It was the tribute of 1910 to 1858.
Then came Judge James F. Tracey, of
Albany, of the class of ’74, lately returned
from the high office of Chief Justice of
the Supreme Court of the Philippine
Islands.
“The Laurel of Jurisprudence
is bestowed upon him” read the letters
patent “because of his indefatigable
labors and admirable uprightness which
attracted the

of

attention of the President

these United

States, who thereupon
tribunal in tbe
lately-obtained Eastern provinces. In
those distant regions he manifested the
same
diligence, and the same glowing
uprightness, and he endeared himself to
both natives and visitors alike by his
adherence to the principles, which, as a
boy, he acquired here.”
called him to the supreme

John G. Agar, of New York, of the
’76, was the next recipient of the

class of

hood of
Mr.

as

fell upon his shoulders from the hands of
Rev. Father Himmel, the time-honored

a

Doctor of Laws.

His notable

activity in Catholic and civil circles have
singled him out among his fellow men
and “hence it is,” read the letters con¬

ferring the degree, “that this University
for a long time carefully watched

has

over

the character

beloved
the

and conduct of her

alumnus, John G. Agar, from

time

when

he

went

forth

from

Georgetown College, honored with the de¬
gree of Bachelor of Arts,,and she judges
him worthy of still higher and greater
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In

honors.

this

College almost forty
years ago so remarkable was his success
in studies, in the practice of virtue and
in athletic contests, that his superior could
not be
found among his companions.
Throughout his whole life he has zeal¬
ously clung to the principles which he
learnt in youth.
In another State he
engaged in the pursuit of Jurisprudence
and such

his discretion, his

probity
fidelity that he became a source
of admiration to all upright citizens.”
Dr. James J. Walsh, A. B., '84, the
present versatile Dean of the Fordham
was

and his

Medical School

was

then honored with

the

degree, in course, of Doctor of Let¬
ters.
His indefatigable labors in the
cause

of Catholic truth and science have
for his works

won

fined

to

our

a

reputation not
land

own

alone

con¬

but

ac¬

knowledged in the literary and medical
circles of Europe.
Among his numerous
and varied scientific writings the work
entitled “The Thirteenth, the Greatest
of Centuries,” stands pre-eminent and
ranks the author among the Doctors of
Letters.
The degrees were then

conferred on
graduating class. The enthusiasm
among the undergraduates was marked
the

and

as

the various

names

well-known in

debating, athletics and dramatics

were

announced, the echoes of Gaston Hall
were awakened again and again by the

repeated

“Hoyas.”

Bachelor of Arts

was

The

Degree

conferred

on

of
the

following: William Luke Byrne, Penn¬
sylvania; John Francis Carlin, New
York; Edward Ouintin Carr, New York;

Arthur

Joseph Devlin, District of Co¬
Charles Edward Dilkes, Penn¬
sylvania ; John Francis Lyon, New York ;
Daniel Francis McCann, Jr., New York;
Joseph Davis McNulty, Illinois; Ray¬
mond Joseph Mawhinney, District of
Columbia; Edwin Lang Miller, New
York; Daniel Bradley Murray, New
York; John Desmond Murray, Michi¬
gan; Conde de Sales Fallen, New York;
Roscoe Allen Ridgway, District of Co¬
lumbia ; Thomas Ambrose Stuart II,
lumbia ;

New York.

Then

came

the

Valedictory, delivered

by Conde de Sales Pallen,
familiar

a name

not un¬

The father of
the valedictorian, himself a distinguished
Georgetown alumnus, sat upon the stage
and with pardonable pride beheld the
at

Georgetown.

orator’s mantle descend
son.

Mr.

Fallen,

from father to

Sr., entered George¬

town in

1875, and had as teacher the Rev.
John Conway, S. J., who, in turn, was
also the teacher of Ethics during this last
year to Mr. Pallen, Jr.
Thus to the same
professor under whom he had begun his
classical studies thirty years ago did this
loyal Georgetown alumnus, like so many
other of liis kind, entrust the crowning
task in the education of his son, thereby
actuating the sentiments voiced by him¬
self two years ago, when he wrote;
“You who shall
Our

assume

places, when the tomb

Has closed upon us, and a little
We lie by no clamor stirred
Of time’s trouble, to your cares,

dust
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Our brothers and
Do

our

heirs

transput the precious trust.
Take it Sons- of Carroll's spiritual seed,
we

Loyal in thought and word and deed,
ever in the battle’s brunt,
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gard to the trusts is desirable.”
The Father Murphy Medal (Founded
in memory of Reverend John J. Mur¬
phy, S. J., by his personal friends, for

And bear it

the best metrical translation of three odes

Where Faith and Truth and Honor lead !”

of

The award of prizes followed the
valedictory and as each successful com¬
petitor received the coveted medal from
the hands

of

to

Father

Class

College and
forth

Rev.

awaken

Rector, the

spirit again

the

echoes

broke

of Gaston

Hall. * * * *

The awards
The Ryan

were

as

follows:

Medal for Rational Phil¬

(Founded by the Misses Mary
A. and Theresa Frances Ryan), awarded
to Edward Q. Carr, ’io.
The Hamilton Medal
(Founded by
George E. Hamilton, A. B., ’72, LL. B.,
osophy

'74. A. M., '82, LL. D.,’89), was awarded
to
John F. Crosby, 1912.
Subject,
“That women should have an equal right
with men, subject to the same conditions
and limitations, to vote on all public or
political questions, whether national,
state

or

Albert G.

to

Flume, Ti.

The Dixon Elocution Medal

(Founded

by Mrs. William Wirt Dixon in
of her

son.

memory

William Wirt Dixon,

the class of

Jr., of
awarded
Charles
1898),
to

Angulo, ’11.
The

Merrick

Medal
Debating
(Founded by Richard T. Merrick, L.
L. D., ’73), awarded to Daniel F. Mc¬
Cann.
Resolved,
Jr.,
To. Subject:
“That further Federal

The

legislation in

re¬

awarded

to

Francis

H.

At orris

Historical

Medal

(Founded bv Martin F. Morris, LL. D.,
’77, of Washington, D. C.), awarded to
Arnulf A. Gloetzner, Ti.
Subject “The
Retrocession of Alexandria County to
the State of Virginia.”
The Mallory Medal (Founded by the
late Stephen R. Mallory, U. S. Senator
from Florida, A. B., ’69, A. M., ’71, LL.
D., ’04) on some subjects bearing on the
Constitution of the United States, open
to all the Departments of the University,
awarded to John F. Crosby, ’12.
Sub¬
ject: “The Advisability of Inserting the
,

word
the

'Sex’

before

the

word

‘Race’ in

Fifteenth Amendment to the Con¬

stitution of the United States.”
SENIOR CLASS.

Distinguished—Roscoe F. Ridgway,
F. McCann, John D. Murray,
Daniel B. Murray.
Honorably Mentioned—Joseph Francis
Carlin, Joseph D. McNulty, Edwin
Miller, Thomas Stewart II, Raymond
Mawhinney, Conde Pallen and John
Lyon.
Mr. John Agar than brought the ex¬
ercises to a close by his scholarly address
to the graduates, which may also be found
in this issue of The Journal.
When
he had finished, the Class of 1910
marched down from the stage into the
Daniel

municipal.”

The Christian Doctrine Gold Medal—
Awarded

Horace),

Burke, ’12.
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ranks of
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the

tried and the true, who,

before God’s sacred altar,

in the marts
of business, in the higher professions, in
the ranks of the Army and the Navy, in
the Legislatures of States, in Gubernatorial Chambers, in the Halls of Con-

JOURNAL.

gre^s, in the Senate of the Nation and
in the council chamber of the Supreme
Tribunal of the United States are disseminating broadcast among men the
noble spirit of Georgetown,
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Baccalaureate Sermon
Rev.

J. M. Prendergast, S. J., ’89.

congratulate you, graduates of
Georgetown College, on having finished
your course honorably in one of the
oldest of the Catholic seats of learning in
America.
I congratulate myself also
on
being present, a graduate among
graduates, to speak to you on this oc¬
casion.
The speaker, the hearers, the
I

ministers at the Mass—all of
same
1

But

us own

the

Alma Mater.
I

to congratulate
Or rather, having
all, there is weightier
matter to treat of. I am looking forward
to the months and years when you shall
have met what I have long met, what all
Catholic graduates meet in this nonCatholic land of ours when they go out
from a Catholic college.
The tone they
encounter is one of indifference, fitted

myself
congratulated

to

not

am

either

come

or you.

words such

as:

“Oh yes, you are a

graduate of a Catholic college. Well, I
suppose they give some sort of educa¬
tion there, and of course a great deal of
religion, since they are Jesuits”—or what¬
ever other order it may he.
The tone is
first of all
education

one

of indifference toward the

get, and next, one of more
indifference, even contempt, for the
religious element introduced into it. To
the mass religion is utterly unessential to
education.
My answer to this comment
—I am going to give the reason for it
to you this morning—is this:
“Not only
we

than

is the education which the Catholic col¬

lege gives the only education, but pre¬
cisely because it is education, it includes
religion. Moreover any education which
claims to educate, yet gives no religious
teaching is no education at all.”
This is my thesis, and remember, when
I speak of religion as entering into edu¬
cation, I do not mean the religious in¬
stinct.
We were given this with our
nature.
Religious instinct is part of the
soul’s makeup, and whether educated or
not, it breaks out in man, sometimes in
wild orgies like those of the Afro-Ameri¬
can Methodists, sometimes in vagaries of
Christian

Scientists.

But there it is in educated and unedu¬
cated and there it is to

gion I

mean, a

about God and
in

stay. But by reli¬
definite religious doctrine
the world as it is given

Catholic Church.

the

thesis!

Now

In order to get at

for my

the meaning
Christian,

of education, I shall follow no
for Christians might well be

partisan.

back beyond the time of
Christianity and follow the great old
Pagan thinker, Aristotle, “the master of
them that know.”
He certainly had no
prejudice as to the place of religion—
above all the Christian religion—in edu¬
Let

us

go

cation.

Aristotle, if asked what education is,
reply, that it consists in a “bring¬

would

ing out”

development of man’s facul¬
He would deny emphati¬
cally that education consisted in “putting
ties

or

or

powers.
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in”

anything except in so far as the
“putting in” was instrumental in “bring¬
ing out.” He would reprobate at once
the saying of a noted President of a Uni¬
versity, that the future university would
consist of a large library.
To say that
acquaintance with many hooks in itself
makes educated

is

men

on

a

saying that acquaintance with
in

itself

with

par

many men

brings

knowledge of human
a cabby or a hotel
porter would of necessity be a past
master in understanding human motives.
Passing on in his explanation and
using his own method of definition and
division, Aristotle would assert that edu¬
In that

nature.

case

cation is manifold

as

the human faculties

and powers

which can be “brought out”
or
developed. There is, for instance, a
manual education, an artistic, education,
a
moral education; but first and above
all there is

an

all man's

actions

intellectual education.
on

and

in the

For

world

about

him, whether manual, artistic or
is illumined and guided by .the
intellect as by a lamp.
The world acts

moral

on

man

before he acts

on

the world.

is the intellect which orientates
fits him to act in return.
a

man

It
and

If I may use

comparison, the intellect is like the

buzz-saw in

pushed in

a

sawmill.

The world is

the intellect through eyes
and ears and other senses, as the log is
pushed against the saw. Then the intel¬
lect by its native energy cuts and divides
the world pushed in upon it, performing
one
action, that of understanding, in
distinction and definition. To “bring
out” this

upon

faculty of distinction and defini¬

is the

tion

object of intellectual educa¬

tion.
I

say

with
cess

the action is

single

a

process

two-fold aspect, just as the pro¬
of the saw. Part of the world is “cut

out”

a

; part is
scholastics

“cut in"
following
Aristotle simply expressed the same truth
in the axiom, “definitivum est distinctivum,” what defines distinguishes. Let
us illustrate !
Suppose you were to walk
out that door and to see lying in the
quadrangle a new and strange object.
Your intellect would begin to work at
once, probably, by negative distinction.
“It isn’t an automobile, though it has
wheels!” “Nor a boat, though it has a
propeller!" “Nor a bird, though it has
wings!”
This negative distinction, however, as
you see, is not definition.
It tells what
the thing is not; it does not define what
the thing is.
This, let me say in an
aside, is about as far as Protestantism
gets. It is the religion made up of “I
or

distinguished

defined.

or

The

don't believe.”

That is not much!

ginning !

Go

on

It is only a be¬
and find what you do

believe.
Let

us

get back to our airship, for that

is what the

object really is. We begin
distinguishing once more, this time,
positively. “It has wheels” (let us sup¬
pose it to be of that type)—yet this does
not distinguish it from an automobile!
“It has a propeller”—so has a ship! “It
has bamboo poles”—so has a fishing-rod!
“It
now

has
we

canvas”—so has

have it: it is

a

a

tent!

machine to

“Ah,

fly!”
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We have at

it and distin¬

defined

once

guished it from everything else. And we
have done it by causality, by assigning
the final
Now

set tO' the wind and to

cause.

close to the

object of all
education of the intellect.
It is to “bring
out” the power of the mind to distin¬
guish and define by causality.
Aristotle would go on to say that
causality is four-fold.
There is to
everything an efficient cause, or “making”
we

material

cause, a

and

final

a

are

And in

cause

cause, a

formal

for which it

cause,

made.

was

saying Aristotle would be
only answering the questions which the
child asks—who? what? why?
education

but

develops the
of the mind to answer the ques¬
tions itself asks by its very nature.
“Who” is answered by the efficient
cause;
“What” is answered by the
material and formal cause; “Why” is
answered by the final cause.
Let us
go back to our airship.
We find on it a plate stating that it
was made by the Wright Brothers.

power

Already

we

are

that it will fly

sure

and not fall into the Potomac.

We

are

able to

judge of the intelligence and skill

which

went

stand

to

some

into

its construction.

“who”

has

made

things which

us

under¬

should not

we

otherwise have known about

The

our

airship.

We examine the material cause, the can¬

When

the

formal

efficient

cause!

cause

was

It

have

of

a

this

Let

man

distin¬

we

come

come

use the same question
lying in the gutter—“how did

about?”

I may answer: “Oh,
too
much
liquor in

just a man with
him!”
I have
given the material and formal cause,
or I may answer with the efficient cause:
“it is

I

a

man

caused

may

whom his friends took out

tended friends

would

take

showed
every

imbibe too

freely.”
give the final cause;” some
to

Now for

himself to make it alto¬

and

me

built.

the

defined

evolutionist is “how did this

the

about ?”

which the machine

even

we

under¬
stand our machine.
Let me digress, to
explain my quarrel with evolution. It is
forever asking the question,
“how?”
Now “how” is the uneducated question,
since it is the question which does not
distinguish and define causalities. It can
be answered by any causality, and the
worst of it is, that when it is so answered
the questioner goes off thinking his un¬
derstanding is complete and neglects to
seek further.
The favorite question of

and

can

another; the

guished these four causalities

poles, wires, and iron work. We
imagine the materials, as they
lay scattered about the workshop in

vas,

one

adjustment of the propeller and rudder;
the total formality which makes the
machine apt and fit to fly. To fly, there
is the final causality, which was the
motive of the efficient cause in making;
which determined to a great degree the
formal cause—a most potent factor in
the understanding of the machine, as it
is a potent factor in its definition.

so

Indeed

answer

gether clear to us—the nice adjustment
of planes, and rudder, and engine, and
seat; the angle at which the planes are

too

case

Or
pre¬

after the money

lie
ostentatiously.
And in
the uneducated questioner
were

GEORGETOWN
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probably leave me thinking' that
he knew all there was to be known.
Yet in each case I have given only a
partial causality.
Now my quarrel
with evolution is chiefly scientific.
I can
make
all
my
religious beliefs cor¬
respond with any doctrine evolution at¬
tempts to teach, but I don’t want to be
put off or deluded with unscientific in¬
formation.
I want to know, who, what
and why, not how.
I don’t want to be
assured always with the formal • cau¬
sality (for that is all evolution means
—an
unrolling of one form into another
would

form), and at the

same

time be

sup¬

posed to rest contented as though I had
all the causality assigned.
Let the evo¬
lutionist, like any real educator answer
“who,” “what,” “why,” or acknowledge
that he cannot.
Then I may seek else¬
where for the answer to the problem.
This speech will seem to be made up of
digressions if I go on, yet at the risk
of having it so upbraided, I shall di¬
gress yet once more.
The modern elec¬
tive system reminds me strongly of the
nursery tale of the “House that Jack
built.”
You all know it, a series of dis¬
connected and chance facts.

“This is the

house that lack built,” “What
house!” comment the children.
the malt that

a

beautiful

“This is

lay in the house that Jack

“Excellent malt!” say the chil¬
dren,” pass on! What next? “This is
the sack.
.this is the rat.
.this is the
built."

.

.

.

hands, being a
“This is the house
that Jack built.” Was it a dwelling house
or
merely a granery for malt? Why
skilled

a

all

these

unrelated

sub¬

jects, why not stop with the house, and

own

Was he going to marry
did he

did be build it?

wife and live in the house, or

merely to keep grain in it? What
granite or plain
pine?
What is the plan and general
style of architecture? Let us first under¬
stand the house.
Then we may pass on
to the rest of our facts if we wish, and
probably we shall find that in under¬
standing who built the house and why,
intend

is the material—concrete,

what house he

and

counted
after.

much

we

have

ac¬

what

like breakfast

malt and also to be
construct

into.

built,
of

happened
Perhaps Jack will be found on
for

examination to

houses

foods of

ignorant of how to

that

rats

cannot

get

In

thoroughly understanding the
causality of a central fact, we have gone
a
long way toward understanding all
its

accidental

true

concomitants.

If this be

of any fact, how much more is it

true of any

scheme including many sub¬
parts! I have an example in
mind of a speech made at a meeting of
the Knights of Columbus where I was
urging the same point.
“For a con¬
ordinate

ductor
office

of

his
craftsman?

it with

build

or

a

.

cat,” &c.
Instead

“why?”, who was
Jack? Did he inherit the money to
build it from his father, or make it on
the stock exchange?
Did he perhaps
“who,” “what,”

ask

in

a

moterman to understand his

railway system,” I
necessary for him to

street

remarked, “it is

understand the final

cause

of the whole
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For example, the one responsi¬
might say: this road

giving the formality of morality, the

ble for the whole,

formal

is built

entirely for the service of the
public.” “Absolutely,” inter j e c t e d a
street railway magnate.
“In that case,”
I went, on, “when a lady who had lost
her pocketbook, or a man who had no
money entered the car the conductor
would say: “Sir,” or “Madam, your nickel

professor, is the moral thing to do!
Supposing that it is—and often the sup¬
position is untrue—what effect will that
have for causing it to he done.
Inevita¬
bly the student will ask, “who makes
it the moral thing to do ?
The Professor?
What right has he to impose his idea
on me?
Why should I do it? Because

system.

makes

no

This road is

difference.

en¬

‘This

cause.

and

What

wishes?

Professor

tirely for the public convenience.” Or
let us suppose that the builder of the
road had a deep and dark design of
killing off as many of the public as lie
could, without getting into jail. Let us
suppose lie was a German pessimist
whose philosphy made him think life a
burden to get rid of—for the other
people. In that case, the niotorman who
carefully avoided accidents, would be
called up one day before the authorities

the

and addressed

sought the primal efficient

‘You

thus:

let pass a

wishes

me?

to

tionless.

It

practical,

is

as a

understanding of

be

included

in

an

of its parts. Rut
example of attempted
education without such understanding
is the present “Ethical Culture” system.
Outside of Catholicity, there is a per¬
sistent attempt to make men moral by
a

far

more

serious

any

as

path of

his

are

wish?

But

Morality inculcated
efficient and final
sapless and sanc¬

theoretic

and

un¬

projectile, studied

a

further, for Aristotle, like his pupil Plato,

But

must

I

without reference to the gunner or the
mark.
Thus far \ am simply Pagan
and Aristotelian.
Nay even a little

down

universe

says

without respect to the
cause
of morality is

the ultimate final

the

Because

often T don’t wish !”

few

days ago an opportunity to run
a push cart, and you are altogether
too careful in going around curves with
a loaded car on the down grade!’
The
motornian
had been going about his
work, without reckoning with the phil¬
osophy of the owner and builder. This
is rather an absurd example of a serious
truth, that the efficient and final cause of

that/

the

here

Plato

said

must he

it

even

The

failed.

out.

cause

this

cause and
of the universe.

educated

intellect

problem

that

the

was beyond
final cause of

it.
all

“good,” hut he could not work
Yet the problem
must be

answered somehow.
How shall

we

reach the final

cause

of

only. Either
by fully understanding the efficient
cause and knowing His intention in cre¬
ating, or by being present at the great
finality and completion of the Universe
and beholding the final cause realized
before our eyes.
But the latter way will
leave our understanding powerless to
all

things?

In two

ways
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influence our own action, for our race,
like that of the Universe, will be run.
Here the Church steps in as the com-

pletor of our education, answering the
question which the educated mind asks
yet is unable to answer itself.
“My
child,” she says, “you are right in wish¬
ing to know the first “who” and the
last “why,” for they mightily influence
the understanding of each part of the
whole, and above all your part.
Edu¬
cation leads you to see that much but
it cannot lead you to see the answer.
Behold it in the first two answers of the
Catechism!
made

you.'

‘Who

made

you?
‘Why did He make

‘God
you ?’

‘To know Him and love Him and
Him in this world and to he
Him

forever

in

the

next.'

serve

happy with
Your

last

question is answered.”
But the educated

may object that
discovery of his own in¬
telligence. “True,” says the church, “but
it is better.”
For it is the intelligence
Who made all intelligence, which is
speaking now. It is Fie who knows the
first “who” and the last “why," for He
is both.
“I am Alpha and Omega, the
first and the last, the beginning and the
man

this is not the

end.”

The first and last

explaining itself,

Could

cause

itself is

we want a

bet¬

JOURNAL.

teacher?

ter

We have

our

first “who”

“why” answered, the prob¬
causality is solved, our education
is finished.
So, I say, that any educa¬
tion which attempts to understand this
and

our

last

lem of

world and to teach others to understand
this world

without

including religion is
balking and avoiding its task. It is not
another kind of education.
It is simply
not education.
It is not doing what it
pretends to do. It is not distinguishing
and defining through causality.
In his
great work, “The Idea of a University,”
Cardinal Newman deals with God simply
as

fact, and

a

even

then concludes that

knowledge of facts can be com¬
plete without a knowledge of Him.
“Is it a great fact,” he asks; “or a
small one?
Is it an important fact? Say
that no other were given but it, and you
have at once enough to fill the whole
no

mere

mind.

*

run over
*

*

*

*

It is

the first and
into

*

All

true

conclusions

with it, all deductions lead to it.

truly Alpha and Omega,

the last.

nieces the

knowledge if

You will break

whole order of

secular

begin the mutilation
knowledge
is incomplete, which refuses to deal with
God as a fact, what shall we say of the
you

with the divine.”

If then any

education

refuses

Cod

as a

which

causality?

to

deal

with
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Address to the

College Graduates

John G. Agar, LL. D., To.
Mr.

President, Ladies

Gentle¬

and

T have

listened,

we

all have listened,

with much interest to the

intelligent dis¬

cussion of International Arbitration pre¬

sented

by the graduates of this evening
spiritual and material value of
international peace may well claim the
The

critical

devotion of lovers of mankind.

Indeed, it is especially important that

not

revert

to

centuries

the

conditions

which

of the most marked ten¬

liberty has produced inequality and the

to

States

its

chiefly because

international

peace de¬
hope of success from the same
principle that makes possible our national
life, that is, the consent of mankind to

rives its

submit its differences to conscience and
and to be

governed by their de¬

cisions.
And such is the influence of

politi¬
thought, that,
as
our
country grows in strength or
weakness, so will, not only the cause of
the peace of the world, but also the hope
of government by conscience and reason,
flourish or decay.
our

cal life upon contemporary

I will therefore not be out of

with this

do

existed

harmony
evening’s exercises if I call your

in the United

ourselves

reason

of our political society, that is,
tendency towards the exchange of our
rights to control our persons, and our
property, for privileges more or less fixed
by government.
I count this tendency an evil; one to
be checked before it has gone too far.
If we do not halt it, we shall begin to
stagnate as a free people, if, indeed we

when a man’s
political, social and economic status was
fixed by authority.
The most noteworthy quality of this
tendency is that it undoes the work of
progress, it is retrograde.
The early
history of our country is the story of our
forefathers attaining for us a large meas¬
ure of social and political self-control.
This we now seem eager to sacrifice.
T think the cause of this tendency is a
false assumption of equality of all men
in our society, and a determination to
realize that impossible ideal.
When it
cannot be attained by individual effort,
we call upon government to assure it to
us and sacrifice our most precious attain¬
ments in doing so.
In this struggle be¬
tween
liberty and equality we seem
willing to surrender liberty.
T shall attempt very briefly to show
this
how
struggle
has
progressed
through the last hundred years and how

should pledge
accomplishment and
maintenance; not only because we are
in the midst of domestic developments
which demand the most single attention,
undistracted by the blasts of war, but

we

dencies
the

men :

attention to

one

ago
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dangerous social conditions which exist

Alleghanies

in

broken

our

And

midst.
I

shall

further

suggest,

not a

remedy for these conditions, but a
method, the only method, by which, un¬
der

a

free

government, a remedy may

were

or

general way that
the fathers hoped by establishing liberty
to secure equality for all; equality not
only of rights, hut of opportunities and

which

itself in the
the pioneers

found few artifices, social
or twist the develop¬

economic, to bend

ment

of their habits.

There
a

settled

clearing.

There they

be found.

We all realize in

and

wilderness

and

everyone
axe

politically equal
socially equal and
economically equal. The

everyone

everyone
was

was

was

and the rifle and the land

were

the

the largest opportunity
develop themselves by freeing them
from the political control of others, they

only instruments of self-development.
But life was not intense, and when a
pioneer found himself crowded by a
more successful neighbor, he had
only to
move
on
over
the prairie toward the
Western sky where he could take up,
unmolested hy competitors, more land

would be able to live and work

and establish himself afresh.

of results.

They assumed that
secured

for the country

if

government
the institutions

which gave men
to

so

as

to

develop a social and economic structure
perfect and equal as the political one.
But this is

an

error.

History demonstrates that liberty and
equality

human nature is consti¬
tuted, inconsistent. Political liberty leads
to

Thus
its

and

social

inequality and
equality is impossible of attainment with
any large degree of human liberty.
For a long
time, however, the assump¬
tion of the fathers seemed to be correct.

During the formative period of our
history, the people were largely occupied
with
adapting the constitution to its
environment. And then, after the form
of our government had been
thoroughly
fitted
by judicial construction and by
legislative enactment and tried out by
an
early foreign war and peaceful con¬
flict of section with
section, the principle
of liberty of action
began to assert itself,
lhe centre of initiation had crossed the

born the ideal which found

doctrines and

and realization in the
practices of Andrew Jack-

son.

The ideals thus established became for

are, as

economic

was

expression

long time the type of political \ and
social and economic life in America. The
a

type prevailed and was dominant socially
and successful

politically until the

coun¬

try as far as the Rocky Mountains had
been settled, when free land within the
boundaries of the Atlantic and these
mountains

had

been

generally appro¬
priated, when competition had begun to
assert itself.
Then the strong and the
weak began to find their natural levels
in society, wealth began to be accumu¬
lated, the influence of wealth to be felt
in politics, the influence of politics to be
used for the benefit of wealth.

The level of pioneer
the rich and the poor

civilization passed,
began to increase
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numbers,

in

industries

established

in

more

from foreign
lands hordes of settlers; and the very
rich began to rise to the top of the
social scale and the very poor to sink to

ment

chosen

centres,

attracted

the bottom.

The close of the Civil War marks the

necessary for
of the race.

Another kind has obtained control of

transportation systems of the coun¬
try and still another of the banks, insur¬
ance, and trust companies.
From year to year the control is nar¬
rowing,

of action of the individual asserted itself

within

establishing

the irregularity which
striking feature of the
sky line of American civilization today.
The hardy training of four years in
the field of battle and four years of hope
and despair and of unselfish and untir¬
ing effort at home, produced a genera¬
tion of fierce energy, restless and over¬
bearing, content only with insistent striv¬
ing.
During this time the corporation has
been developed with its power to combine
capital into an instrument of economic
production heretofore unknown, and
time and space have become of small
importance economically.
One kind of corporation has become
forms the most

the

owners

of most of the land which

formerly belonged to the nation or the
States.

corporation has

Another kind of

ex¬

ploited the depths of the earth, captured
its hidden goods of coal and oil and iron
and copper and gold and silver, natural
gas, lead and zinc and other forms of
wealth, and tranformed them into the
up the pro¬
plantation, the
and the cattle, and
the form of wealth

Another kind has

wheat
turned

the

and
them

farm
sugar

into

the

and

is

there

danger

that,
all
be
of comparatively

few years time, practically
resources
of the country will

under

a

the

few

very

These

dominion

men.

have

men

been

the

masters

whose freedom to work has meant op¬

portunity to rise.
They used their opportunity for their
own advantage, and left behind them a
long trail of defeat stretching down to
the

lowest units of the social failure.

Alongside

of the

have arisen the

for

his

men

success.

In

industrial
who
his

were

master

necessary

career

of

con¬

quest of

the industrial world, it was
for him to coordinate his work
with political effort.
necessary

The holders of riches

as a

rule appro¬

priate to themselves political authority.
It is
the class
which
predominates
economically that holds the political
power in each historical period.
The

concentration

of

economic

and

social

power here are the result most
largely of legal rather than of illegal
means.

It is the lawmaker and not the

lawbreaker

who

is

responsible for the

conditions which have arisen.

service of the world.
duce of

the physical develop¬

the

beginnig of the period when the liberty
in
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The executive and

bought

and

of

legislative spheres

government had to be co-ordinated
into a workable machine.
So the politi¬
cal boss was born of the uncontrolled
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necessities—a

with power to

bring
government into
harmony with each other and with the
dominant forces of the economic sphere.
The organization of capital under cor¬
porate management required of course a
man

these branches of

the

of labor for its successful

vast amount

achievements and the old world has been
our shores.
probably in fairly prosper¬
ous years millions of persons in poverty;
that is to say, underfed, underclothed,
and poorly housed; many workmen are
overworked and underpaid; unnecessary
disease is prevalent; the tenements and

pouring its
There

masses upon

are

factories

are

overcrowded

and

unsani¬

tary; the street child, the aged, the in¬
firm, and the crippled are uncared for;
the

unemployed who have been injured
industry, who have acquired diseases
due to their occupation or who have
been made widows and orphans by acci¬
dents, become paupers, in order to be
in

housed and clothed and fed.
But

liberty of action has manifested
The Labor Union has arisen

itself here.
to

assert

its combined

competition

vent

the labor boss

or

among

union leader has arisen

to stand athwart the

of

strength to pre¬
the laborers and

path of the captain,

industry.
Here

tion

we

have the types

of

our

civiliza¬

:

The pauper and the vagrant;
The child at labor;
And the immigrant.
On the

one

side

we

have vast wealth,

educated and

exacting luxury and over¬
bearing social and political power.
On the other side, we observe want,
boisterous ignorance and threats!
Such is the contrast!
And

popular will, chafing at the con¬
dition, calls upon the government to do
what ?
Unconsciously maybe, but none the
truly, it demands that government
reproduce amid the intense conditions of
our advanced and complicated life—the
same
equality which operated in the
days and in the regions of the Pioneer.
It strives to use the authority of gov¬
less

ernment

to

create

a

condition which is

artificial.
Heretofore in

history the conflict has
liberty and inequality, that
is, authority seeking to establish privi¬
lege. Now the conflict is between
liberty and equality, that is, authority
seeking to destroy necessary inequality
and to establish unnatural equality.
been between

But the result will be the

same.

The

triumph of authority will in all cases
result in inequality.
But specifically, what is government
asked to do ?

The corporation with its captains of
industry;
The political party with its boss;
The organized laborers with their

There is the demand of the socialists,
shall take over, own and operate for the
benefit of all the people, all the means of

unions and their leader;
The unorganized laborers;

production and distribution in the United
States.
That is, all the railroads, all the

which

proposes

that

the

government
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all the factories, in fact, all of
everything that goes to make the public
mines,

and domestic life of the country.
There is the other plan, which

by

a

offers

system of taxation upon the land,

wipe out all the inequalities which
This system is the philosophy of
the single tax, of the taxation of land
values, by the abandonment of all taxes
now assessed
against houses, buildings,
improvements, and personal property,
and by placing the whole burden of legal
taxation upon the land values, a confis¬
cation of all property in land.
Another system is that of limiting in¬
crease in value of private property by ap¬
propriating by taxation the income there¬
from ; and by increasing largely the taxa¬
to

exist.

tion of inheritances

so

that property accu¬

mulated

by the makers shall be, not only
impaired during their lives, but also de¬
creased to such

that

its

an

benefits

extent at their

shall

be

more

death,

or

less

all classes. This
distribution is to be accomplished by the
system of old age pensions, state em¬
ployment and insurance against injury,
and all the systems by which the taxing
power of the State may be used for
equally placed

among
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Coincident

with these plans to use
political powers for determining
special and industrial conditions is the
scheme to change the structure of our
national government into an absolute
democracy with a single chamber leg¬
islature, by abolishing the Senate; by
electing the president by direct vote, for
a shorter term subject to recall; and by
electing the federal judges for a shorter
term subject also to recall, and by taking
from the federal judiciary the power to
the

declare

a

federal law unconstitutional.

There is

in

common

in

all

of these

systems, the effort to substitute for the
unassisted energy
control

of

the

of the individual the

state,

to

substitute

for

the

guide of a conscientious self-interest
compulsion of law, to suppress lib¬
erty of action, resulting in dangerous in¬
equalities and to substitute an artificial
equality which is not staple and which
will require constantly increasing viola¬
tion of individual liberty and of prop¬
erty rights by the state.
the

It is well here to pause and recall the

vigorous words

Alongside of these suggested and
projected and attempted efforts to equal¬
ize conditions, lias grown up the ten¬
dency of the national and state and local
governments to assume not only a right
to criticize and regulate, but also to man¬
age semi-public and private businesses
bv means of the rapidly increasing com¬

of Jeremy Bentham:
principle of property is
respected the stronger hold it takes on
the popular mind.
Slight attacks upon
the principle prepare the way for heavier
ones.
A long time has been necessary
to carry property to the point where we
now
it in civilized society, but a
see
fatal experience has shown with what
facility it can be shaken and how easily
the savage instinct of plunder gets the

missions.

better of the laws.

social purposes.

“The

more

the

Government and the
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people

in this respect like tamed lions;
a drop of blood and
their native ferocity revives.”*
No one can fairly deny that our
economic and social conditions may be,
should be, nay, must be, improved.
But we should intensely realize that
the proper remedy is not the most ob¬
vious one; that history warns 11s against
the suppression of the individual.
We
must never be swept forward by the
moving numbers into the adoption of the
principle that all evils, social, economic
and political may be cured by law.
Upon retiring from office in 1894,
are

let them but taste

Gladstone said:
had

a

“I

am

thankful to have

part in the emancipating labors

of the last

sixty

years;

but entirely

un¬

certain how, had I now to begin my life,
I could face the very different problems
of the next

sixty

one thing I
convinced—
it is not by the State that man can be
regenerated and the terrible woes of this
darkened world effectually dealt with.”t
Yet that very thing is what the pop¬
ular demand means.
Our own History
for a hundred years shows us that nat¬
ural development leads to the develop¬
ment of the classes; the history of the
world proves that artificial development
by law has always produced classes not
less marked, yet we are confronted with
am,

a

years.

Of

and have always been,

demand, constant and insistent, to

rifice

the

institution

an

*Bentham’s

is

the

one

condition of human hap¬
appetite for the impossible;

most necessary

piness, to

which

sac¬

appetite whose efforts at gratification
ever increasing evils.

an

create

is

There

ideal of equality
recognize. That is, the
equality in certain rights, among which
are life, liberty and the pursuit of hap¬
piness. This ideal is, as Lincoln said,
a standard for free society, which should
be familiar to all, constantly looked at,
constantly labored for, and even though
apparently never attained, constantly ap¬
proximated
and
thereby
constantly
spreading and deepening its influence,
and augmenting the happiness and value
of life to all people everywhere.
which

we

This

a

proper

must

is

different

conception of
equality from that which the authors of
a
large part of the proposed schemes
are attempting to force upon us to-day.
That means nothing less than the forci¬
ble impress upon the community of the
will of an organized law-making power;
the will of the majority against the con¬
victions of what may be a large minority.
This is the deprivation of liberty.
Popular government properly con¬
ducted

a

does

majority.

not

mean

It implies the

conscience and of the

rule of

the

rule of the

reason

of all of

the

community. The rule of the ma¬
jority is merely a device to carry on
government and is a salutary one when
used

to

ascertain the will of the whole

community. But when it is used to
oppress the minority, it becomes a ty¬
ranny no less injurious than the tyranny
of kings and of aristocrats.

“Theory of Legislation.”
Scraps,” by Rt. Hon. George W. E. Russell.

^Sketches and

the
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Liberty of conduct in society consists
being able to obey your own will and
conscience, rather than the will and con¬
science of others.
The question is, in
all political organisms, how
far that
liberty can be pressed, how far is it
right for society to respect and safe¬
guard it in the case of each individual,
in

and how far must it be restricted for the
common

good, for the sake of the liberty
for any other sufficient

of others, and

consists not in
much

doing a right thing, as
choosing to do a right thing.

in

as

It is the distinction between the animal

and

the

The

man.

animal

cannot

do

it has not virtue, for it lacks the
to choose between right and

wrong,
power
wrong.
If

it

virtue
man

be

that without liberty,
exist; if without liberty

true

cannot

is

no

than the first of the

more

is that the individual is

once in what place
heirarchy liberty must be
set, how precious a thing it is, and how
serious the mischief of any loss of what

himself

stands in

object ?

in

The most

mind.
between

animals,

generally accepted answer
sovereign over
and over his own body and
This principle seeks to distinguish
those

actions

which

regardful and those which

are

self¬

are not.

The

individual should be controlled when the
consequences of
extend to others,

his acts or omissions
remembering the while

that the consequences of state
ence are so serious that there is

interfer¬
always a
against resort¬

strong prima facie reason
ing to it.
The well-being of society depends on
the proper equilibrium of liberty and
authority, and the disappearance of the
latter from large areas of human thought
makes its supremacy in the region of
government all the more complete.
The liberty which we should apply in
a political community
is not in itself a
right; it is rather the essential condition
of human progress; and the principle
upon which this liberty is most securely
and most obviously founded is that with¬
out liberty there cannot be, in any true
Virtue is attained in pro¬
sense, virtue.
portion as liberty is attained, for virtue

the

we

see

at

moral

so

essential

a

relation to virtue

itself.
With this

conception of liberty and of
equality, it is not difficult to answer the
question, which is the better for the in¬
dividual and for the State?
We have
ficed

seen

that

one

must be sacri¬

the

play of the natural faculties
by the greatest freedom brings
necessarily into relief the diversities of
as

secured

human nature.

If

we

seek the level of

average humanity, we must attain it by
the imposition of external restraint upon
the individual.
For equality comes and
may

be maintained by restraint alone.

The effort

to

create

and enforce it al¬

ways has been the beginning of political
decay.
Therefore, we must lay it down as an
axiom that, for the progress of the race,
the one essential is liberty unrestricted
as
far as good morals and experience
have taught that it may be beneficially

unrestricted.
But it must be restricted.

restriction must

Where the

begin and end is

one

of

GEORGETOWN COLLEGE
the most

difficult

problems of political

and social life.
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conception of democracy is that
people carried

In

order

to

prove

must examine in

into action, the reason and the conscience

form and

of all

asserting its rights, performing its
duties, with due and exact regard to all
the rights of others.
Individual improvement comes no less
with the duties than with the rights.
restrictions

should

be

self-im¬

posed, recognized as necessary for the
common
good and not impressed by
force of the governing power against
the reasonable will of the minority and
contrary to fundamental justice.
Demo¬
must
be
founded
these
concep¬
cracy
on
tions of individual freedom and of indi¬
vidual

responsibility.
liberty must be restrained
individual
by
responsibility
acting
through conscience and reason. And the
right to liberty in any country is pro¬
portionate to man’s capacity to use his
freedom with a sense of responsibility
for the benefit of the community.
In this sense, liberty is not so much
Individual

the absence of restraint

as

the substitu¬

tion of self restraint.
Our

yield
to

danger is that we are willing to
the power of self-restraint and

up

render ourselves liable to that form of

external restraint which represses liberty
and

progress.

This

undesirable

consummation

is

largely to be achieved by means of our
system, a natural development
from political conditions, carried to an
excess which will in the end produce if
it do not now produce all the most rep¬
party

an

illegitimate

government.

it is the will of all the

The

of

efforts

rehensible

a

this assertion, we
general way, the

very

working of

our

government.

Superficially, government is classified
a
Monarchy, an Aristocracy, or a
Democracy, according as the supreme
authority rests in the hands of an in¬
dividual, a privileged class, or a large
body of citizens. But there are two dis¬
tinct classes only—the legitimate and the
illegitimate. Legitimate governments are
as

administered in the interests of the whole

body politic, under a system of traditions
growth and preservation are the
best guarantee that this public interest is
subserved.
Illegitimate governments are
whose

administered in the interests of the gov¬

erning body, whether an individual, a
small group, or a large number of cit¬
izens, with relatively little regard for the
wider interests of the body politic, and
without any adequate restraints of tra¬
dition.
more

The

internal

important than

characteristics

of

character

any

is

far

of the external

government. With
unselfish
purposes
and adherence to
tradition, any government, whatever its
form, may be said to exist by the consent
of the

a

governed. Without such unselfish
and adherence to tradition, mon¬
archy degenerates into tyranny, aristoc¬
racy into oligarchy, and democracy into
populism. As far as monarchy and ar¬
istocracy are concerned, these dangers
are obvious.
But it has not always been
recognized that the same dangers exist
in a democracy, and that a democratic
purpose
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To meet the duties of the executive, the
our constitution provided that

be animated by the
trusteeship in the exercise
of its political functions.
It is popularly

the

believed that the

be

people

same

racy

needs

to

mere

existence of democ¬

renders it impossible

affairs

should

that public

administered

be

in

the

interests of

a
class or group, but this
dangerously erroneous.
The
evil of relying on unresricted democracy
was clearly illustrated at the time of the
French Revolution of 1789.
Then the

view

is

leaders of the Revolution
in

error as

himself

were

as

much

Louis XIV at the end of

was

the Seventeenth
fused

Century, when he

with

the

con¬

In

fact,
subject to restraint than
they. The revolutionary leaders recog¬
nized no binding power of custom and
he

was

to

state.

more

tradition, and
liable

were

therefore

even more

Thev did

abuse their power.

distinguish between the government
the people.
They supposed that
when the people elected the government,
not

and

the members of that government

became
thereby the mouthpieces of the popular
will.
A

bad

This, of course, did not follow.
elected to office might be a

person
man,

just

as

absolute monarch

;

tyrannical as the most
or, he might be hon¬

est and clear-headed

and try to carry out

the wishes of the
him. and this
terests

framers of

of

sense

of its

majority who elected
majority might have in¬

own

which

it

would

for the detriment and

use

oppression of the
The more unchecked the
a political leader, under any
form, the greater the probability of class
minority.
power of

legislation.
;

,

’

i

■

f

1

’

actual

work

of government should

performed by an officer chosen for
special purpose, and that the execu¬
tive authority and the legislative author¬
ity were to be exercised only within
definite limits, and under restrictions set
by custom or rendered advisable by ex¬
perience.
They established courts whose mem¬
bers were appointed by the executive,
this

but whose tenure of office rendered them

independent

could

courts

have

from

that

executive, and
application of
these principles and prevent the Presi¬
dent or Congress from transgressing
them.
The safeguards of tradition and
usage have been maintained and the
which

define

the

exercised

a

control

over

arbitrary acts of the legislature at once
extended and salutary.
But in providing against one set of
dangers which the fathers could antici¬
pate from past experience, they exposed
us
to another set which they could not
anticipate.
Tt was the tacit assumption of the con¬
stitutional convention that the represen¬
tative bodies, which it provided, would
be

for the formation of public
This had been the essential
character of the English
Parliament
down to the close of the Eighteenth
Century. But, during the course of the
Nineteenth Century, the debating func¬
tions of representative bodies became
much less important.
The postoffice, the
newspaper, the telegraph, caused public
organs

opinion.
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co-ordinate the work of the

opinion to be formed in advance before
any representative assembly could meet.

needed

Coincident with this decline in demand

constitution

for

debate, there has been

increase in

an

the amount of business to be done.

With

little time for

public discussion, and many
be pushed through,
the average Congressman of to-day has
ceased to regard it as his primary duty
to shape popular opinion by his utter¬
ances, his votes, and his personal in¬
fluence.
On questions of party policy
he registers the will of those who elected
him, and on all non-partisan questions
he uses his efforts to dispatch such busi¬
practical

ness

measures to

the interests of his district

as

urgently demand.
this kind

the work

In

most

assembly of

an

of the

government

tends to

degenerate into a series of at¬
tempts to promote partisan or local in¬
terests rather than to unite all persons in
the pursuit of a common interest.
It frequently happens in the work of
modern legislative assemblies that the
fair claims of minorities

are

sacrificed.

to

parts of the government which the

two

had

only left indepen¬
a degree of
independence that is quite unnatural.
This agency is found in party machinery.
not

dent, but tried to force into

And in time it

came

to

pass

that the

parties primarily arranged not to pro¬
mote certain measures of legislation but
to do the work of the government.
The
party machine as an administrative body
became the main thing.
The legislative
measures
came

an

with which it is identified be¬
incident

only.

This method of government

obviously

is not government by the people and for
the

people.

It is government by

a par¬

ticular part of the people and primarily
for the interests of that part, seeking by
to establish
privileges under the
guise of equality and to overthrow by
law the inequalities fixed by history as

law

normal.

The fact that the party has no recog¬
nized status in the constitution makes it

The effort of the leaders works towards

all the

the government by a group in its own
interest rather than in the interest of a

sibilities

whole

nition, and therefore without the ac¬
ceptance of those duties which such
recognition usually brings.
This is historically the method by
which
government
interference has
is
arisen
and
operating to restrain
liberty.

body politic, that is, towards the
illegitimate government. The framers
of

our

constitution, in order to avoid the

danger of usurpation by the President,
reduced to
tween

a

minimum the connection be¬

the executive and the

legislative

members of the government, and at the
same time arranged the power of each
so

that

either

could

without the other.

be

very

effective

It therefore became

apparent that some special agency was

difficult to fix

public respon¬
the real leaders, because
they do their work without official recog¬
more

How

upon

are

we

to

be protected

against

these evil results ?

By the courts.
And they have

so

far not only been

a
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protection, but the one really efficient
protection of minority interests against
oppression by the majority.
How do the courts operate?
ft is noteworthy that this department
of Government which has thus been
sential to the

precisely the
traint.

preservation of liberty, is
which represents re-

one

This is the distinctive

exercised

es¬

function

The legislature

by the courts.

and executive

are a means given to allow
people to do what they please under
certain constitutional forms.
The ju¬
diciary is a means given to prevent the
people from doing what they please.
These restrictions are the very essence of
freedom.
They represent not only re¬
straint, hut self-restraint.

the

But what

give the courts their power?
The obvious answer is that they derive

it from the constitution itself.

But this

is

superficial, because the constitution is
not the source of power, but rather the
evidence of power.
The

law

its

authority from
Sovereign.
The
sovereign which stands behind the au¬
thority of our constitution is the people
of the United States, as a collective body ;
not a majority only, but the whole peo¬
ple : and they should support the govern¬
ment as a common inheritance in a spirit
which should make them ready to bear
its burdens as well as to enjoy its benefits.
The real

of

have

we

not

surrendered

confidently assert that
yet in any large measure
this power of government
can

through liberty and if
our

traditions

we

we

are

true to

shall not.

But the

increasing intensity of our in¬
ever increasing
and varying reasons why we should
abandon the principles which have guided
our
progress in the past.
And you who are about to begin your
life will afford

dustrial

life’s work

as

well

as

we

who have been

in the

struggle for years, have no more
important public duty to perform than
to prove that the path of progress lies
along the well-trodden way of individual
self development.
In all the various forms in which the

problem will arise the real question will
be, is it right and for the best benefit of
the whole community ?
The

answer

But the

will not be easy.

duty will be clear.

Choose to sacrifice your own

interests
greater good and make it certain
that the limits of your power to choose
to do right shall not be narrowed by any
for the

derives

the command

I think
we
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the

limitation

of the

power of
majorities is to he found in the willing¬
ness of such a people to govern itself by
habit and tradition by the use of the

Courts whenever necessary.

false ideals.
I

have

sion to

a

purposely limited this discus¬
general principles

statement of

in order to demonstrate those which

are

essential and enduring, and in order also
to avoid any specific partisan application.
The conclusion is that in

democracy
only safe restriction to liberty is self
restriction, the restriction imposed by
a

the

tradition,

reason

and

conscience

ex¬

pressed in wise, broad and well con¬
sidered non-partisan legislation, founded
upon tradition and enacted for the best
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benefit of

all, and as interpreted by the
This rule does not provide a

and of

remedy. It merely suggests a method
by which a proper remedy must be

public affairs and devote his in¬
telligence to the exposition and criticism
of public principles founded upon the
principle of justice to all; to hold up the

found.

standard of

courts.

In

a

trustee

We

democracy,

every

citizen is

a

for his brother.
inclined to limit this

principle
But
every private individual
has in our
scheme as many duties to the whole
people to perform as the public official
are

the officers of the government.

to

has.

They are less specific, to be sure, but
they are none the less real.
They consist largely of the duty of
participation in public affairs by every
one.

By this I do not
should hold office

mean

or

that

everyone

seek office.

But everyone should do his utmost to
elect the best men to office and contribute

his

honesty to the conduct of elections

democratic life.

Wev are all soldiers in the battle for
liberty.
We should transfer

to

civil life

some

of the types of military virtue.
Sacrifice is the chief of these.
In

democracy, virtue, individual
virtue, is a condition of existence be¬
cause
by virtue only may be produced
self restraint, and by self restraint only
may the Republic endure.
By this sign and by this sign alone,
may we attain the ideal never yet at¬
tained, we may see our country radiant
a

in

“The

light that

never

land;
“The consecration,

was

on

sea

or

dream!”

and the Poet's

LM.,.;
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Law School Graduation
E. J„ ’12.
/

The

thirty-ninth
of

ment

the

Law

annual
School

commence¬
was

distin¬

guished by the highest number of suc¬
cessful candidates for degrees in the
history of this department of George¬
town University, one hundred and thirtythree
elors’

young men receiving the Bach¬
degree in law and thirty-five the

Master’s.

Chase’s

The exercises were held in
Theatre on Monday evening,

June sixth, and

were

attended by the
facutly and
fathers, mothers,

members of the Law School

great throng
brothers, sisters
a

of
and

friends

of

the

graduates.
The President of the University, Rev.

Joseph

Himmel,

S.

J.,

presided, and
the graduates
and
post-graduate
class were:
Chief Justice Harry M.
Clabaugh, of the District Supreme Court ;
Chief Justice Seth Shepard, of the Dis¬
trict Court of Appeals; Associate Jus¬
tices. Daniel T. Wright and Ashley M.
Could, of the District Supreme Court;
George E. Hamilton, Charles A. Douglas,
Michael J. Colbert, D. W. Baker, Clar¬
ence
R.
Wilson, John J. Hamilton,
Adolph A. Hoehling, Daniel W. O’Donoghue, J. Nota McGill, Charles E. Roach,
Jesse C. Atkins, Edmund Brady, Richard
J. Watkins, Frank E. Cunningham, the
Rev. John A. Conway, S. J., and Aldis
the stage beside
the members of the

seated

on

B. Browne.

The candidates for degrees were pre¬
President Himmel

by Richard
J. Watkins, Secretary of the Law School.
The degree of Bachelor of Law was con¬
sented

to

ferred

on :

Adams, William W.; Ahl-

William B.; Alexander, John C.;

gren,

Anderson, Herbert L.; Ansart, Louis
B. S.: Bailey, Frederick J., A. B.;
Baker, Henry A.; Barker, Harry A. L.;
Barr,

Hugh

W.; Beach,

S. Edward;

Beckman, John J.; Bergin, Frank J.;
Best, Johnston V.; Block, T^eon A.;
Bobst, Alfred E.; Bowie, George Cal¬

vert;

Brand, J. Stewart ; Brennan, John

C.; Brown, Bernard C.; Brown, William
E. ; Bromson, Solomon ; Burdick, Morton

H.; Campbell, lyouis J.; Cassidy, Francis
Clarke, Daniel E.; Cohen, Girard

W.;

Cohen, Nathan E. E.; Colfer, John

T.; Colliflower, James E., A. B.; Cook,

Joseph P.; Cookerow, Martin W.; Coppinger, Blaine, A. B.; Cuddy, M. Frank;
Curran, John L., A. B.; Curtis, Maury;
IdeLashmutt, Donald A.; Dolan, Henry
Dugan, J. Cotter.; Dunnington, Clyde
C.; Dykes, John W.; Edwards, Keith
W. ; Felter, Herman; Field. Earl R.;

Finney, TTarry W.; Fisher, Clarence G.;
Fitzgerald, Thomas R.; Fitz-Gibbon,
James E.; Flanagan, J. Lewiston; Flynn,
William S., A. B.; Foster, Walter C.;
Forbes, Daniel R.; Frank, Morton E.;
French, Edwin Spence; Frye, George
Rex., A. B.; Geneste, Elmon A., A. B.;
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Griffith, E. Colville; Healy, George L.;
Henkel, Solomon 1).; Hilton, Edward J.;

George Al.; Windle, Charles T.; Witman,
Edward R.; Wixon Irving F.; Young,

Holliday, John Edwin; Howell, John H.,
Jr.; Johnson, Everett A.; Kage, H. Wil¬
liam ; Kelleher, George E., A. B.; Kelly,
Leo J.; Kiningham, Robert B.; Kimmel,
Georg P.; King, Carl C.; Knode,. Thomas
Edson ; Landers, Eugene, M. E.; Lewis,
Geary W.; Lyman, William F., A. B.;
McCarty, Albert E.; McCne, Thomas;
McDonnell, John J.; McFarland, Wm.
B., A. B.; Marks, Louis C.; Maxey,
Charles T.; Millard, William J.; Mohn,
Earl J.; Moloney, Benjamin J. D. ;
Money, John T.; Morgan, Nicholas G.;
Mudid, W. Aubrey; Mudd, W. Griffin, A.
B.; Neff, Abner R.; O’Hara, James J.;
O’Neil, Desmond J., A. B.; O’Rourke,
Leo W.; Parker, Benjamin FT.; Payne,
J. Stanley; Pettis, Hugh S.; Powell,
William F.; Price, Robert E.; Quinn,
Fred A. ; Raby, St. George R.; Rice,
Frederick J.; Ridgway, Albert B., A. B.;

Robert A.

Roach, Francis DeS., A. B.; Robinson,

Aquila T., Jr.; Rondeau, Frederick P.;
Roosa, Frank M.; Rover, Leo A., B. S.;
Ryan, William D., Jr.; Sacks, John;
Sargent, I.ester L.; Sharitz, Boyd C.;
Simpson, French C.; Smith, William
H.; Smithers, John T.; Southerland, J.
Julian; Swanberg, Alfred V.; Tepper,
Benjamin L.; Todd, Hugh C.; Trott,
Fred Pearson; Upton, Edwin A.; Vance,
Henry Ad.; Yilsack, Carl G.; Waite,
Charles B.; Waite, Stanley S.; Walls,
Charles

A., A. B.; Watson, Robert;
Wentz, Herman T.; Wilkinson, Webster

H.; Willis, Stanley D.; Willson, Harry
A.; Wilson, Thomas B.; Wilmeth,

The degree of L. L. M., was conferred
Bacon, Wm. J., Jr., LL. B.; Bren¬
nan, Fredk. J., LL. B.; Buckley, John J.,
on

LL. B.; Burns, James W.,

LL. B.; Byrne,
John J., LL. B.; Clapp, Woodbridge,
LL. B.; Clarke, Harold PI., LL. B.;
Cowhig, John J., LL. B.; Donnelly,
Plorace J., LL. B.; Gengler, Adam C.,
LL. B.; Gwinn, Chester A., LL. B.;
Hughes, Cornelius E., LL. B.; Joynt,
Alartin E., LL. B.; Legaspi-Villaflor,
Jose, LL. B.; McCormick, Michl. A.,
LL. B. ; McAIahon, John G., LL. B.;
Maurer, Robert A., A. B., LL. B.; Mil¬
ling, George, LL. B.; Mitchell, Paul V.,
B.; Morgan, Joseph V.. LL. B.;
Mulloney, Daniel C., LL. B.; Osterman,
Oscar PL, LL- B.; Owen, Claude W.,
LL. B.; Quinn, John A., LL. B.; Rowdybush, Chas. Reeves, LL. M.; Shugrue,
Patrick, LL. B.; Slindee, Alichael E., LL.
B.; Snow, Roswell W., LL. B.; Speiclen,
Clarence E., LL. B.; Stein, Joseph IP,
LL. B.; Tyler, George W., LL. B.; Wag¬
ner, Warren H., LL. B.; Wasser, Henry
R., LL. B.; Watson, Frank E., Jr., LL.
B.; Wimsatt, Walter T., LL. M.
Hon.
Charles Nagel,
Secretary of
Commerce and Labor, made the address
to the graduates, urging them to the
pursuit of the highest ideals of their
profession.
Chief Justice Shepard announced the
award of the following prizes:
P'aculty
cash prize of $40, for best essay from
among the members of the third-year
class, to Herman T. Wentz; faculty cash
LL.
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prize of $40, for the best essay from
the members of the fourth-year
class, to George M. Melling, with honor¬
able mention to Chester A. Gwinn; Ed¬
ward Thompson prize, to Lester L. Sar¬
gent ; law books to member of fourthyear class for best graduation thesis, to
John J. Byrne, with honorable mention
tc Chester A. Gwinn; cash prize of $100,
among'
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awarded, to James D. Barry; cash prize
of $25 to the member of the first-year
class
in

maintaining the second best

recitations

and

average

examinations

junior societies, to

during
William E. Leahy; cash prize
of $50 to the member of the second-year
class maintaining the best average in
recitations and examinations during the
year, Clare B. Crossfield; cash prize of
$25 to the member of the second-year
class maintaining the second best average

law

in

for best individual debater in senior and

Donald B. Creecy;
books, for best thesis by member of
the third-year
class, to Herman T.
Wentz; law books for best essay in third
and fourth year classes combined, to

recitations and examinations,

was

lowing class prizes:

made of

the

fol¬

y\ cash prize of $50
to the member of the first-year
class
maintaining the best average in recita¬
tions and examinations during the year,

Stuart

E. Elliott; cash prize of $75 to the mem¬
ber of the third-year class maintaining
the best average

in recitations and ex¬
during the year, J. Julian
Southerland, and cash prize of $40 to
the member of the third-year class main¬
taining the second best average in reci¬
tations and examinations during the
year, Herman T. Wentz.

aminations

George Melling.
Announcement

the year,
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Medical and Dental Schools Commencement
J. W„ ’ 12.

Saturday evening, June eleventh,
joint commencement of the Medical

On
the

and Dental Schools

was

held in Gaston

Hall in the presence of
both these departments

the faculties of
of the Univer¬
sity and a host of friends of the succesful candidates for degrees.
Rev. Joseph Himmel, S. J., President
of the University, presided at the exer¬
cises, and after congratulating the gradu¬
ates on the successful completion of their
respective courses, he conferred degrees
on the following:
Those who received the degree of M.
D.
were:
Louis Mylius Babendreier,
Andrew Joseph Bruder, Michael James
Carroll. Ernesto Espinosa Casares, Alfonzo Ortiz Davila, Charles Alphonsus
Duffy, Nathan Sherwood Ferris, Robert
Mortimer Kilgour, Ralph Michael Le
Comte, James Madison Moser. William
Aloysius Mulvey, Philip Newton, George
Shiras Schoyer and Richard
Nevitte
Sutton.

The degree of D. D. S. was awarded
to:

Stanley Everton Armstrong. George
Cary, Wal¬

Heilmann Becker. Frederick
ton

C.

Carroll. William

Michael Fann¬

ing, William Allyn Harrison, Jr., Waldo

Robert Pearce, Charles Rex ford Pclton,
Casimir
E.
Perrier,
Francis Joseph

Rogers.

William

Brown

Seward

and

Leo William Solbach.

The address
livered

LL.

M.

to the graduates was de¬
by Prof. John D. ITird, A. M.,

Dr.

Flird

advised

the

young

into the world with a fixed
purpose, and they would succeed.
The valedictorians were Louis Mylius
men

to

go

Babendreier, for the medical school and
Francis

Joseph Rogers, for the dental
Prof. Joseph
Taber Johnson,
Ph. D., read a list of appointments of
the graduating physicians, as follows:
To
Georgetown University Hospital,
Charles A. Duffy, Sherwood N. Ferris,
school.

lames N. Moser. Richard N. Sutton; to
Providence

Hospital,

Ralph

M.

Le

Comte, Alfonzo Ortiz Davila, Louis M.

Babendreier; to
Philip Newton;

Emergency Hospital,
Garfield Hospital,
Ernesto Espinosa Casares. George S.
Schoyer; to Washington Hospital for
the Insane, William A. Mulvey; to St.
Francis Hospital, Jersey City, Andrew
J. Bruder; to St. John's Hospital, New
York City’, Michael J. Carroll.
to

Georgetown college journal.

Undergraduates’ Day
H. F., Ti.

The

closing exercises for the under¬
graduates were held in Gaston Hall on
Thursday, June ninth, at one P. M.
The marks

for

the

final

examinations

and the

yearly averages in the scientific,
philosophical courses were
read for every student and the medals
and prizes were awarded to those who
attained the highest standing for the
year.
There were no orations nor vale¬
dictories but great interest was manifest

classical and

in

the

marks

enthusiasm

winners

and

was

were

in

much

when

the.

announced and filed to the

stage to receive

the outward token of

their successful efforts.
tor of

demonstrative

evidence

The Rev. Rec¬

Georgetowm College, Father fiuu-

mel, S. J., presided, and seated on the
stage were the members of the faculty.
The public had not been invited and a
family spirit prevailed, which was emphasized by the informal remarks of
Father Rector, wrho congratulated the
undergraduate body on their acliFvements and gave them
kindly advice 011
their conduct

The awards

during the long vacation.

liam

V.

McGrath, B.

S., of Philadel¬

phia), awarded to James Piefce; prize,
Herbert F. Wright; silver medal for
analytical chemistry, Herbert F. Wright;
prize, James Pierce.
Sophomore.—Silver medal, awarded
to John D. Foley; prize, Frank Burke;
English composition prize, Frank Burke ;
the Kidwell gold medal for mechanics,
James K. Lynch; prize, John D. Foley;
silver medal for astronomy, John D.
Foley; prize, Frank Burke; silver medal
for general chemistry, James K. Lynch;
prize, John D. Foley.
Freshman.—Silver medal, awarded to
J. Francis Leary; prize, Paul McQuillen; English composition prize, David
Waldron; silver medal in plane trigo¬
nometry, J. Francis Leary; prize, Carl
Bucher; silver medal for analytical geo¬
metry, Carl Bucher; prize, J. Francis
Leary; silver medal
for Freshman
French, Haven Mankin; prize, John
Malone; silver medal for Freshman
German, Carl Bucher; prize, J. Francis
Learv.

follows:
Junior.—Gold medal
(founded by
Mrs. Lawrence O’Brien, of New EorH
in memory of Francis X. O’Bried’ °t
the class of 1900), awarded to Uefbert

Distinguished:
Arnulf
Gloetzner.
James Pierce, Edward Donovan, Ed¬
ward Healey,'Harry Brown, John Power,

F.

Charles

were

JUNIOR CLASS.

as

Wright; prize, Frederick Gibbs; Eng¬
lish composition prize, Charles J. Rcihy;
gold medal for physics (given by Wil¬

Angulo.
Honorably mentioned: Leo Joliet, Al¬
bert Flume, Chas. Reilly.
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SOPHOMORE CLASS.

Distinguished: Jos. McCormack, Jas.
Lynch, Kenna Jennings, Richmond Vlymen, Louis Haggerty, Vincent Daily,
John Crosby, Stephen Carroll.
Honorably mentioned: John McNa¬
mara, Fred. Stohlman, Leonard Bros-

GENERAL CHEMISTRY.

Distinguished

Frank Burke, Jos. Mc¬
Vlymen, Stephen
Carroll, Jas. Mulligan, Louis Murray.
Cormack,

:

Richmond

Honorably mentioned : Vincent Dai¬
ley, Louis Haggerty, John Crosby.

seau.

ASTRONOMY.
FRESHMAN

CLASS.

Distinguished : Carl Bucher, David
Waldron, Eugene Carr, Peter Mallon.
Honorably mentioned: Wm. Donnelly,
Jos. O’Callaghan, Eugene Darr, John
Moriarty, John Malone, Frank Carroll,
Tlios. Nolan, Jas.
Walsh, Raymond
Loichot, Jos. Lamorelle, Robert Gannon,
Albert Ouina, Lemoyne Graham, Maur¬
ice Breen, Richard O’Brien.

Distinguished: Richmond Vlymen.
Honorably mentioned : John Shugrue,
Ennis McOuail, Stephen Carroll.
MECHANICS.

Distinguished:
Stephen Carroll,

Jos.
McCormack,
Richmond Vlymen,

Frank Burke, Wm.

Sitterding.
Honorably mentioned : Louis Murray,

Leonard Brosseau.
CLASS

Distinguished:

OF

PHVSICS.
trigonometry.

Edward Carter, Ed¬

ward Donovan.

Honorably mentioned:

John Power,

Edward Plealey.

analytical chemistry.

Distinguished:
Lemoyne Graham,
McQuillan, John Mathison, John
Langan, Eugene Carr, David Waldron,
Jos. Lamorelle, Thos. Harrington, Kenna
Paul

Jennings.
Honorably mentioned

Distinguished : Frederick Gibbs, Chas.
Reilly, Arnulf Gloetzner, Arthur Feenan,
Leo Joliat, Edward Healey, John Power,
Edward Donovan, Edward Carter.
Honorably mentioned ; Harry Brown,
Harold Eckenrode, Albert Flume, Wm.
Fitzgerald.

:

John Cronin,
Richard

Peter Mallon, Benjamin Finan,
O’Brien.
analytic

Distinguished:
Richard
moyne

O’Brien,

Graham,

geometry.

Thos.

Harrington,

John Mathison, Le¬
John Cronin, John

GEORGETOWN COLLEGE
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Shugrue, Paul McQuillan, Jas. Need¬
ham, Maurice O’Connor.

Honorably mentioned: Peter Mallon,
Benjamin Finan, Jas. Walsh.

vin

Garwood; second prize, Thomas Y.
Milburn.
Third preparatory.—First prize, Law¬
rence
Nordlinger; second prize, John
A

FRESHMAN

FRENCH.

Distinguished: Eugene Carr.
Honorably mentioned: Jas. Walsh,
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IcCarthy.

Fourth Preparatory. — First prize,
Joseph J. Leary; second prize, William
J. Cusack.

Edward Flick.

French.

FRESHMAN

First Preparatory.—First prize, Mark
Trumbull; second prize, Francis

GERMAN.

W.

Distinguished:
O'Callaghan.

Paul McQuillan, Jos.

Ward.

Second

Preparatory.

—

First prize,
Celestine

Charles Galligan ; second prize,
PREPARATORY

DEPARTMENT.

Hayes.
Third

First

Preparatory Class.—First prize,
Bernard S. Brady; second prize, John
J. Fahey; English composition, John M.
Murphy.
Second
Preparatory
Class. — First
prize, John J. Mclnerney; second prize,
Calvin Garwood; English composition,
Thomas R. Jessup.
Third Preparatory Class.—First prize,
John McCarthy; second prize, Nestor
Portocarrero; English composition, John
Wurtz.
Fourth

Preparatory
Class. — First
prize, Rufus S. Lusk; second prize,
Joseph J. Leary; English composition,
Rufus S. Lusk.

Elliot

JEeparatory.—First prize, G.
Wright; second prize, Calvin Gar¬

wood.
GERMAN.

First
M.

Preparatory.—First prize, John
Murphy; second prize, Bernard S.

Brady.
Second
Preparatory. — First prize,
John J. Mclnerney ; second prize, John
Mathison.
Third Preparatory.—First

prize, Louis

Kaufman; second prize, Clinton Pardridge.
SPANISH.

prize, Thomas R. Jessup; second
prize, George Stahl.
First

MATHEMATICS.
PRIZES

OPEN

TO

GENERAL

COMPETITION.

First

Preparatory.—First prize, Louis
Baumer; second prize, William J. Co¬
Second

The

Frank

M.

Rosillo

for Christian Doctrine

hill.

Preparatory.—First prize, Cal¬

Gold

Medal

(founded by Mrs.
John T. Devine, in memory of her son),
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Bernard S.

Brady; Elocution gold medal,
Lusk; Philonomosian debat¬
ing medal, Richard Jones.
Rufus

JOURNAL.

SECOND preparatory MATHEMATICS.

B.

FIRST

PREPARATORY CLASS

Distinguished:
John Fahey, Mark
Trumbull, Wm. Cohill, Ilaven Mankin,
Ludwig Baumer, Edward BTeiskell.
Honorably mentioned:
John Mathison, Thos. Harrington.
SECOND PREPARATORY CLASS.

Distinguished: Elliot Wright.
'Honorably mentioned : John Sluigrue.

Distinguished : Richard J. Hamilton,
Cyril Miller, Chas Galligan.
Honorably mentioned: [as. J. Walsh,
Jerome Crowley.
THIRD

PREPARATORY

Honorably mentioned : Herbert Lane.
Raymond McDonald, Edward Roach,
Clinton Pardridge, Lester Eiseman, Wm.
Martin.

FOURTH

PREPARATORY

Distinguished:
THIRD

PREPARATORY

CLASS.

MATHEMATICS.

MATHEMATICS.

Thos. Crowley, Ru¬

fus Lusk.

Honorably mentioned

Distinguished: Lawrence Nordlinger.
Honorably mentioned: Edward Roach,
Clinton
Pardridge, Lester Eiseman,
Jerome Crowley.

: Arthur Drury,
John Guy, Robert Graham.
FIRST

PREPARATORY

Distinguished:

FRENCH.

Wm. Cohill.

FOURTH PREPARATORY CLASS.
THIRD

Distinguished: Wm. Cusack, Arthur
Drury.
Honorably mentioned: Thos. Crow¬
ley, Bowman Matthews.

PREPARATORY

FRENCH.

Distinguished: Edward Roach.
Honorably mentioned: John McCar¬
thy,
Lawrence Nordlinger,
O’Brien, John Byrne.

Richard

first preparatory mathematics.
FIRST

Distinguished: Mark Trumbull, John
Fahey, Bernard Brady, Edward Pleiskell, John Howkins.

Honorably mentioned:
John McInerney, John Byrne, Plaven Mankin.

PREPARATORY

GERMAN.

Distinguished: John Fahey, Ronayne
Waldron.
Honorably mentioned: Edward Heiskelb
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SECOND

PREPARATORY

GERMAN.
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Carroll, Raymond McDonald, John Rus¬
sell.

Honorably mentioned:
THIRD

PREPARATORY

James Miller.
GERMAN.

Honorably mentioned: John Cronin,
Holtzman, John Moriarty, Frank

Robert

SPANISH

Distinguished

:

CLASS.

Andrew Beary, George

Stahl, Richard Jones.

Honorably mentioned: Hugh Golden,
Kelley.

Garard
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The Retrocession of Alexandria
State of Virginia

County to the

Arnulf GroftznEr, ’ll.
The

discussions by Congress
concerning the retrocession of Alexan¬
dria County to Virginia, coupled with
the steady growth of Washington, has
brought before the public the question of
the constitutionality of that act, and an
investigation into the possibility of re¬
gaining the land which was returned to
Virginia. This investigation takes us
back to the time when the Congress of
the United States had no definite city
or

recent

state in

which to assemble.

During the War of the Revolution
and a short period following, the im¬
portance of Congress had risen im¬
mensely in the eyes of the people, and
consequently, some anxious rivalry for
the honor had sprung up in the various
cities and

several

offers

of

locations had been tendered.
was

the

permanent
The matter

discussed at length in Congress. All
discussions, however, ultimately bore

fruit in the Constitutional Convention of

1787, for Section 8, Article I of the
declared
that
Congress
should have the power to “exercise ex¬
clusive legislation, in all cases whatso¬
ever, over such district not exceeding ten
miles square, as may, by cession of par¬
ticular states and the acceptance of
Congress, become the seat of govern¬
Constitution

ment

of

much

bitter

the

United

States.”

discussion it

was

After

decided,

chiefly through President Washington’s
influence, to accept the territory offered
conjointly by Maryland and Virginia.
This territory, called the District of
Columbia, embraced ten miles square on
both sides of the Potomac River and

was

selected

by Washington himself.
The United States formally took pos¬

session of the District in 1800.
of

The seat

chosen only after
overcoming great difficulties and bitter
rivalry between different sections and
states to secure it.
Yet, hardly had the
location been occupied by the Govern¬
ment, before the local residents mani¬
fested their dissatisfaction and began to
petition Congress for the retrocession of
their territory.
The first efforts for
retrocession were made by the citizens
of Georgetown in 1803.
A bill was
brought before Congress to return to
Maryland her portion of the District, but
was not passed.
The same attempt was
renewed three times, the last time being
in 1834.
For ten years immediately fol¬
lowing the act of 1790, locating the seat
of government, the territory ceded re¬
mained under the jurisdiction of Mary¬
land and Virginia, respectively, and the
residents consequently continued to enjoy
their privilege of voting in both state
government

was

and national elections.
the

law enacted in

But

1801

as

soon

as

brought them
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under the exclusive

jurisdiction of Con¬
they at once began to lament their
of political rights and to agitate for

gress,

loss

retrocession.
The

movement

which

culminated

in

1846 in the retrocession of Alexandria
County began with the citizens of the
town of Alexandria; the country part of
the district was opposed to retrocession.
The

It

his

opinion that the act was con¬
was no prohibitory
clause in the Constitution. Senator Hay¬
wood, who as Chairman of the District
was

stitutional since there

Committee
debate

was

leader of the memorable

in

Congress on this question,
bitterly assailed the constitutionality of
the act.
The

reasons

urged by the Alexandrians

laid down in petitions and memorials,
in the Congressional proceedings and in

County of Alexandria, by reason
accessibility, soon became an
asylum for slaves, where they could seek
the protection
of the United States
courts and the assistance of the early
abolitionists residing in the District.
As
the slavery question became each year
more acute, the question of ceding back
to Virginia the Conntv of Alexandria be¬
came a political
issue, of that day, the
representatives in Congress from Vir¬
ginia and other pro-slavery states urging
the retrocession of that part of the Dis¬

are

trict of Columbia known

the United States would

of

its

as

Alexandria

County to the State of Virginia.
In May, 1846, the movement for the
retrocession was brought up in Congress.
The matter was debated at length in the
Senate and the House.
John Quincy
Adams declared that any such action was
unconstitutional and against the ideas of
the founders of the city.
On the other
hand, Senator Calhoun claimed that there
was no valid reason why the retrocession
could

not be made.

He maintained that

the

object of the cession would not be
impaired, and that no evil residts could

possibly follow,

as Alexandria County
portion of the District
and in no way calculated to facilitate the
legislation of the General Government.
was

a

detached

the

preamble to the act of Congress.
reasons are two:
First, that

The chief

the United States did not need Alexan¬
dria
of

County for the
Government;

were

all erected

river

as

purpose

the

on

public

of the seat
buildings

the north side of the

required by law; the south side
improved and was in the
same
undeveloped condition as when
first given to the United States, and they
had not been

declared that

as

far

as

could be foreseen,
never need that

part of the District for the purposes of
the seat of Government.
the

Secondly, that
people of Alexandria had failed to

derive

or

share in the benefits which had

been

enjoyed by the residents of the
Maryland portion in the disbursements
for public improvement, etc., while on
the other hand they were deprived of the
political rights incident to citizenship.
In view of these reasons, early in July,
1846, Congress passed an act authorizing
a vote to be taken by the people of Alex¬
andria County to determine whether the
County should be retroceded, declaring
that in case a majority of the votes
should be
the

cast

in favor of retrocession

County should be retroceded and
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right and jurisdiction forever relin¬
quished. This bill was signed by Presi¬
Five commissioners

dent Polk.

were

ap¬

pointed to take a vote, viva voce, from
the 985 voters of the County.
Seven
hundred and sixty-three voted in favor
of the act and two hundred and twenty-

opposed it. President Polk there¬
issued a proclamation declaring
that Alexandria County was retroceded.
Without any further action on the part
of Congress, the Virginia Legislature
passed an act declaring that Alexandria
was reannexed.
This is the only instance
in the history of the United States of
the principle of initiative and referen¬
two

upon

dum.
In

short, therefore, the act of retro¬
was enacted wholly as a favor to
citizens of the town of Alexandria,

to reannex over two miles
of Alexandria County for use as
a
cemetery, a military post, an experi
mental farm, etc., and if the present

necessary
square

growth of Washington continues, it will
without doubt find it necessary to ac¬
quire still more.
As regards to the second reason stated
in the petition of the Alexandrians, it
was
equally true of the residents of the

Maryland portion, and is today, of the
thousands of men in Washington.
Be¬
sides, the condition that the inhabitants
were to lose their
privileges as citizens
of a state was fully understood when the
District was given to the United States
and set apart to become the seat of
Government.

cession

ginians

the

of their

and not to the residents of the country

County. For the town, oc¬
cupying less than one-thirtieth part of
the portion retroceded, contained a popu¬
lation much larger than that of the
country part, and almost all those who
opposed the act lived in the country part.
part of the

The favor
of

was

based

on

the declaration

Congress that the United States did
territory.

not need the

The

reasons

measure, even

to

assigned in support of the
if true, appear insufficient

justify the act.

The

mere

fact that

the United States did not need that terri¬

tory was hardly a reason for giving it
away.
Nations do not give away valu¬
able territory simply because they do not
need

it, especially when the land given
away is part of a very small tract.
But
this reason has since been proved to be
untrue.

The United States has found it

JOURNAL.

The attitude of the Vir¬

in striking contrast to that
who seemed willing

was

ancestors,

make

any
sacrifice to obtain the
Capital for their section. In their peti¬
tion of 1846 the Alexandrians asserted
that, through the actions of their ances¬
tors and of Washington, they “in an
to

evil hour” had been included in the Dis¬
trict of

Columbia.

Alexandria

out

of

Their effort
the

District

to
was

get
as

their

previous effort had
brought within.
Hardly had the Virginia Legislature
passed the act declaring that Alexandria
was
reannexed, than the Alexandrians
residing outside of the limits of the town
drew up a memorial which was filed
with the legislature of Viriginia.
This
memorial, protesting against the consti¬
tutionality of the act, was signed by a
committee of nine acting by order and in

strenuous

as

been to have it

behalf of the citizens of the country part
the
of
County of Alexandria.
It
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“solemnly and respectfully protested
against the act of retrocession passed by
the Congress of the United States'’ for
three principal reasons.
First: that the
country inhabitants of the County were
consulted upon
the whole

the matter of retro¬
proceedings having
been concocted and determined upon in
a secret
meeting of the corporation of
Alexandria, which, the memorial claimed,
was an irresponsible body.
Second : that
they believed the Legislature had been
misinformed in regard to the wishes of
the citizens of the country portion, as
well as of many in the town.
Third:
that the act of retrocession was clearly
and obviously hostile to the spirit and
provisions of the Constitution, and be¬
The
yond all doubt, null and void.
protest was of course unavailing.
not

cession.

The first of the

alleged reasons is en¬
The movement for the re¬
trocession of Alexandria County origi¬
nated with and was consummated wholly
through the efforts of the citizens of the
tirely true.

of

town

Alexandria.

second motive is true,

be ascertained.

How
can

far

perhaps

the

never

As

regards their objec¬
tion to the constitutionality of the act, it
must be said that it seems to be wholly
a matter of opinion.
The ablest constitu¬
tional lawyers this country has ever pro¬
duced, have expressed their opinions on
this question,—some declaring that it is
constitutional and others that it is not.
The

constitutionality has never been
expressly decided. It was formally con¬
sidered by the Supreme Court in 1875,
but the Court artfully dodged the real
issue

by declaring that the plaintiff, who

379

suing the tax collector of Alexandria
County, was, as a citizen of the County,
estopped from denying the constitution
ality. It was again considered by the
Attorney-General in 1896, and by the
Judiciary Committee of the Senate in
1902. All seem to have tacitly held that
was

the retrocession should be considered

as

an

accepted fact and not to be reopened

or

disturbed.

So far it cannot be said that the de¬

velopment of the District of Columbia
has been greatly hampered by the loss
of Alexandria County.
But the rapid
growth of the public institutions in and
about the city proper, together with its
constant increase of population, will soon
make it evident that the territory on the
other side of the river ought never to
have been given away.
A substantial
one-third of the original cession was lost
to Washington by the act of retrocession.
One objection appears to have been
entirely overlooked by those who opposed
the act,—the objection against the unneessary
retrocession of the entire
County, instead of only Alexandria town,
which had been previously rejected by
Congress and had been included within
the District only through the personal
influence of Washington and his power
as president.
This plain and evident ob¬
jection, that the act granted too much,
has hardly been noted.
Congress saw
no
difference between retroceding the
town of Alexandria and the whole 36
square miles of Alexandria County. The
act really received far less consideration
than its importance and moment called
for.
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Whatever have been
results of the
certain

that

it

act

of

would

or

may

be the

retrocession, it is
never

have

met

that

vicinity.
Under
everything was planned
and

with

with the approval of

country.

It

everything

in

George Washington.
destroyed one of his cherished plans
locating the City of Washington on its

present site.
He had wished that the
District should be made up partly of Vir¬
ginia soil, and such a desire was but
natural.
Virginia was his own state;
there he had been born and nourished
and educated.

but

Mount Vernon, his home,

eight miles from its boundary.
early manhood he had been alw'ays
closely identified with the interests of
was

From

trust

in

his

leadership

on a large scale
the future of the

two later
short-sighted
manner.
The District was deprived of
a
valuable tract of land and Washing¬
ton’s hopes were carelessly thrust aside.
The District of Columbia, in the near

A

generation
done in

was

or

a

future, will be in sad need of

a

more

extensive

territory, and then, the views
and wisdom of Washington and the
early Congress will again be recognized
and the District will
to its

original limits.

perhaps be restored
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Translations of Horace Odes
Francis Burk#, T2.
I.-IV.

Banished
And

the cruel winter by .the
launch the thirsting restless

now

we

zephyr’s sweet decree,
keels upon the surging deep;

Now forsaken is the fire-side, and the prisoned herds are free,
And no longer does the meadow ’neath its silvered mantle

sleep.

By the placid moon attended,

Cytherea leads her band,
Sprightly nymphs and comely Graces, in a measure quaint and free,
While the glow of ruddy Vulcan in the Cyclopean land
Lights the murky, gloomy caverns looking down upon the sea.
Hail to thee, O festal Season! Maiden, bind tliy tresses fair
With the myrtle green or blossoms springing from the ransomed earth ;
Now to shadowy recesses of the groves of Faun repair,

Leading sacrificial victims to the woodland god of Mirth.
At the

palace gate of monarchs sounds the tread of livid Death,

As before the paupers hovel.
Life is but a Hitting shadow

Happy Sestins,

my

friend,

spent as quickly as a breath,
Seize the joys that lie before thee build not hopes beyond the end.

For the night
Of the king
Never

to

more

Never

more

will soon overwhelm thee; in the melancholy hails
of nether darkness shalt thou mingle with the shades,—
rule the banquet when the god of Fortune calls;
to share with Lycidas the love of youths and maids.
II. -II.

Bury not deep in the covetous earth
concealing its worth;
Veil not its glister, but purchase thee mirth;
Friendship and song.

Treasure of silver,

Old

Proculeius will add to his years,
for his bounty to brotherly tears;

Loved

Fame

everlasting his mem'ry reveres,
Splendid and strong.
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Wider he ruleth who governs

desire,
warring, than he who can hire
Homage of Gades and, daughter of fire,

Wanton and

strand.

Africa’s

So is desire

the dropsy

increased,
Drinking, yet thirsting, nor ever hath ceased
Till from the body the soul he released,
as

Under

God's

hand.

Virtue, in judgment, Phraafes returned
Unto the honors for which he had yearned ;
Yet never deemed that the tyrant had earned
Fame of

the

blest.

Worthy the ruler whose soul is unstained,
Free from all lust; who, with power attained,
Gold

and

its

curse

hath forever disdained,

Seeking the best.
IV.-V.

Guardian just of the Roman

right,

Sprung from a seed divine,
Long have
Long have

we
we

mourned thee, guiding light,
watched in darkest night,

Waiting for word

or

sign.

thy people the glance hath beamed,
Like to the glow of Spring,
Ever more pleasing the day hath seemed,
Ever more grateful the sun hath beamed—Come to us, gracious king!

When

E’en

on

as

a

mother would call
Driven

Over

her child,

by Notus’ blast

Carpathian billows wild,
a year, her only child,
Straining toward home at last—*

Lost for
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Trusting in auguries,

and prayers,
she calls;
Nor from the sea-curve her keen glance tears
So do thy people with faithful prayers
Summon thee back to thy halls.
Ever

Placid the

and

vows

aye

;

in the pastures fair ;
Ceres, with bounty free,
Scatters her gifts that the land may bear;
Over the calm ocean wing galleys fair;
ox

Falsehood

and malice flee.

Chastity dwells in the homes of
Never

by

men,

sin defiled,

Wisest of laws from thy sternest pen
Cast out the stain that degraded men—

Justice is unbeguiled.
Who that would quail at the Parthian’s steel?
Who doth the Scythian fear?

Terror

no

doth

more

the Roman feel,

Dreading Germania's birth of steel,
Spain and its fastness drear.
Peaceful

the

day

Passes

on

for

his hillside free
each of thine;

Weds he the vine to th lonely tree—
Thence to his flagon goes fancy-free.
And

Many

bids

thee, his god to dine.

a prayer to thee he

sends,

Pouring the wine-drops red;
Then with the god that his house defends
Art thou revered, as the Grecian lends
Honor to Castor dead.
Glorious

lord!

as

Hesperia’s

sun,

Long be thy prudent reign!
Sober

we

pray at the day begun.
And cheered with the grape, as the weary sun
Sinks in the western main.
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Herbert
On

the

F.

evening of Feb. 15th at his

winter home in

Aiken, S. C., Dr. C. F.
McGahan, B. S., ’81, passed away. His
death was due to pneumonia.
The fu¬
neral services were held at the Mary help
Roman Catholic Church

on

Wednesday

afternoon at 5 o’clock, the services being
conducted by Rev. D. P. Lanigan.
Dr.
McGahan was a physician of national

reputation.
ed

on

of

his

had

him

Many honors were conferr¬
during his life in recognition

great work.

the

Among others he
on him:

following conferred

Director of the National Association for
the

Study and Prevention of Tubercu¬

losis ; Vice-President of Sec. 2 of the
International Congress of Tuberculosis;

Emeritus Professor of Anatomy, in the

Chattanooga Medical College; Medical
of the Aiken Cottage Sani¬
tarium; member of the Largological,
Rhinological, and Atological Associa¬
tion ; member of the Climatological As¬

Wrigiit,

Ti.

sociation.
ber

of

Besides these he

was a

mem¬

the

Mississippi Valley, New
Hampshire, South Carolina and Aiken
County Medical Associations. He took
a great deal of interest in the affairs of
Aiken County and its section, being a
director at different times of the Bank of

Aiken, Bank of Western Carolina, Bank
of Barnwell, and the Bank of Blackville.
He

prominent clubman, being a
University Club, of New
York City, the Aiken Club and the Pal¬
metto
Golf Club.
Practicing both in
the North and South he was especially
in demand among the winter colonists in
Aiken, numbering among his patients
was

a

member of the

and friends many

people of world wide

celebrity.

Director

sociation ancl the American Medical As¬

Mr. William

J. Seep who was a stu¬
eighties died at the
family homestead at Titusville, Pa., on
May 31.
dent

here

in

the

GEORGETOWN COLLEGE
On the evening of May 29, James W.
McIntyre, Sheriff of the City Court of
Savannah, Ga., died at St. Joseph’s Hos¬
pital as the result of a bullet wound
thought 'to have been inflicted by an
unknown negro. 'Mr. McIntyre was a
student here in the nineties
membered

as an

and

is
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J. Russell Daly, A. B., ’09, and Outerbridge Horsey, Jr., A. B., ’96, have just
finished their junior year at the New
York Law School, the former taking the
day course and the latter the evening
course.

re¬

excellent baseball player.

The

following letter from a former
Boys Column” will

editor of the “Old

From Los

Angeles, Cal., comes the
Joseph T. Wolfe,
a
student at Georgetown in the early
nineties. After leaving Georgetown Mr.
Wolfe engaged in engineering and at
the time of his death was superintendent
of the Emeralda Power Co., of Tonopah,

be of interest.

of the death of

news

Nev.

To the Editor of “Old
My Dpar Sir

Maurice

Francis

Egan, LL. D.,
'89, U. S. Minister to Denmark, was
awarded the Laetare Medal by the Uni¬
versity of Notre Dame, for his notable
contributions to Catholic literature.
Frank W. Yoder, LL. B.

’05, who was
by the Interior Department last
year to the Rapid City, S. Dak., land
office as law clerk, has resigned to accept
the appointment of United State Com¬
missioner for the State.
He opened
his new office May 16 at Hoover, S. D.
sent

Mr. Edward F. Barron, a student here

’96 to ’02, was married on June 1
Saint Mary’s Church, San Fran¬
cisco, to Miss Genevieve Lester. “Ward”
Barron was one of the regular contri¬
butors to Tup Journal and the files con¬
from

at Old

tain

many a

from his pen.

poem

of surpassing merit

:

Your way of introducing into a recent
that “inveighled” and “indirect”

issue

from the quondam

editor of the
Boys” column stamps that indi
vidual as mighty forgetful of his forme:
charge, and sorely lacking the “Old Boy”
spirit. Is it too late for him to make
amends? For very nearly two years I’ve
been contemplating telling you of the
doings of the “Budapest Society of Old
ex-Boys,” and only forbore because I
news

Dr.

Bogs,”

“Old

felt I had little that would be of interest
to you.

of

the

Anti if

you,

Mr. Editor,

are one

kind that “wants but little here

below, but wants that little STRONG—”
perhaps I should still forbear. Yet the
picture I have of happy scences transpir¬
ing these days among my honored old
class of 1910, keeps my thoughts so con¬
tinually centered on them and on George¬
town, that I feel impelled at least to
join you in spirit. To explain my re¬
luctant absence in the flesh takes

long

ways

back.

me

a

Scarcely three months

after I had bid adieu to the Blue and
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Gray, 1 found myself enrolled in the
Kozponti Papnevelde, which, as you
rightly surmised, means Central Semi¬
nary. Hither come candidates from each
of the various dioceses in Hungary, in

Budapest a private audience, he felt that
“just must see" our boys. Not a
small parts of our half-hour’s talk with
him was devoted to Georgetown
ids

order

pleasure; incidentally he spoke of “Jcny’
Egan, one of those to whom he had had
the honor of handing a diploma, and foi
whose family he had the highest regard.

to

attend the

versity, where

at

course

the

Uni¬

have all our lectures.
Royal University of
Hungary—is an institution founded in
1636, by Peter Pazmany, whom the
Hungarians hold up as one of the great¬
est men in their history.
After being
for 29 years a member of the Jesuit
T'he

we

latter—the

Order, he

was

made Primate of

Hun¬

and later Cardinal, remaining, how¬
ever, a Jesuit in heart to the end of his
days. In the University there are ap¬
proximately seven thousand students, and
as the
Government—properly speaking,
the
King himself—is the directing
power, the Institution has every possible
advantage. In our Theological faculty
there are upwards of eighty auditors,
representing at least ten distinct people,
with as many languages. My opportuni¬
ties for becoming a linguist could scarce¬
ly have been improved had I been
present on the plain of Sennaar; but the
intricacies of the Magyar tongue are
sufficiently occupying—1 doubt if I
gary,

could have found

more

difficult,

he

visit

to

Mrs.

which

he

recalled

with

much

at the time, he men¬
deriving much comfort from
a
traveling cloak which had been pre¬
sented her by Gerald’s sister.
Georgetown visitors to Budapest, how¬
ever, are pitifully scarce.
Last year we

Roosevelt

tioned,

treated to

were

of

was

a

call from three Fathers

York-Maryland province,
among them your excellent Prefect of
Studies, Father Creeden, with whom 1
enjoyed an all-too-short exchange of
the

New

reminiscences.

“Tim” Moran, A. B., ’01, began
a special course at the Uni¬
versity Clinic in Vienna, and I expect
Dr.

last month

him

through that city
My last vacation was
spent in Germany,
Switzerland and
Italy, in the company of Joe Lawler,
A. B., ’06.
While in Rome, I enjoyed
to

see

next

an

on

my way

month.

afternoon

with

Frank Keenan,

ex-

or

'07, at the villa of the North-American

differing so essentially from all other
languages.

and also called on Father
Hagen, S. J., in the Vatican Observa¬
tory.
The latter is an excellently
equipped plant, in which the Reverend
Director seems to take great pride; and
justly so, since its present modern con¬
dition is almost entirely the result of

one

During his recent stay in Budapest
we

had

a

visit with the hero of both

continents—our

Roosevelt.

famed

He received

ex-President
our

four Con¬

necticut seminarians in his apartment at
the Hotel Htingaria, and assured us that

although he had given no one else in

College;

his

efforts.

Observatory,

From

high

the

up

dome

of

the

in the Pope'?
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gardens, Father Hagen pointed

historic spots within a
several miles of Rome, even

radius of
the

to

to

out

various

me

If

sea.

Sophomore hours
Kelly and Moore could
have been held on that view-point, what
an excellent
help ’twould have been in
with

our

bathers

Horace!
On

the

“Lido”

beach

in

Venice

one

morning, I met a European gentleman,
summering there, who had some time
previous visited America. Learning that
English was my mother-tongue, he in¬
formed

that

me

he

“also

spoke her

a

few,” and presently lapsed into a lenghly

panegyric on the educational institutions
in the States, most of which he had
visited, with a view to inspecting the
American systems of Pedagogy.
One
College after another was mentioned and
praised, and, naturally, I expected that
Georgetown was to come in for the
highest tribute of all. Impatient, I was
eventually forced to mention my Alma
Mater, only to learn that there lay the
one

dark page on

his American diary,

that—Georgetown’s doors
were closed to him—“they wouldn't let
him in!” Whether the blame lay on our
venerable trusty, Mr. Mack; the InnerSergeant-at-Arms. “Coxey,” or else¬
for the

reason

where, I

was

unable to discover; hut the

unique, and, as I told
my offended friend, had his complaint
been that they “wouldn’t let him OUT,”
his sympathizers would have been legion,
—as
some
of those famous Saturdaynight slips might bear witness.
Since starting to write you, Mr. Edi¬
tor, the postman has given me a treat
case

struck

me

as

such

only
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exile

appreciate—
happily it’s
from Georgetown.
First of all, here’s
the April issue of The; Journal, to the
reading of which all else had to be
secondary, and which always leaves the
Oliver Twist hankering for more; then
copies of the University publications,
which, with a little remembrance of the
Sodality, Father Fleming was good
enough to send me. From Woodstock
Mr.
Hennessey remembered me with
booklets of the recent learned specimens
held there—so I've had a fine flight, in
memory at least, back to treasured asso¬
as

mail from

an

over

can

the seas, and

ciations and cherished friends.
several

All these

publications I have loaned to one
at the local Jesuit mission,

of the Fathers
and

I’m

confident

that

that

book

of

Georgetown views at least, is going to
cause just a little bit of jealousy in the
Hungarian camp; no one to whom I
have showed it, has been lacking in
praise.
Regarding The; Journal, I beg to ask,
Mr. Editor, that you hand the enclosed
corrected address to the Business Mana¬

for the clarification of his records.
seeking in vain for 'some time
to convince that gentleman that Buda¬
pest is not in Austria, as The; Journal
envelope persistently will have it. Be¬
fore coming here, I shared that errone¬
ous
opinion myself; but have since
ger,

I’ve been

learned that

whatever else Austria and

Hungary may have in common, they've
a
dividing line between them as pro¬
nounced
in

as

was

Mason and Dixon’s line

the late '6o’s, with the sentiments

on

either side pretty much the same as oh-
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tained at that eventful time, in the re¬
spective territories. Blit that would be
a
long- story, and I feel that I’ve more
than had my say already.
So, Mr. Edi¬
tor, just let me add a hearty “Vivat” to
Tup Journal, and a word of remem¬
brance to all my good old friends at
Georgetown. Absence from them has
not made me forgetful, and until the
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time when I
of every

Gate up

can

once

more

make

a

tour

cherished spot, from the Lodgeto Brother Ramage’s office on

the

hill, I would ask you to convey my
sincerest wishes to every one of my old
preceptors and valued friends, and beg
of them

an

occasional “Ave” for
Yours in Alma

Mater,

PETER J. Dolin.

